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FOREWORD
A Panel on Uranium Exploration Geology, convened by the IA EA in
Vienna in April 1970, recognized that information on uranium geology and
on the factors controlling the formation of uranium deposits should be
gathered, exchanged, analysed and published in reports prepared by working
groups for each of the main types o f uranium deposit.
During the Panel meeting, a Working Group on Uranium Geology was
established and made preliminary reports. The Working Group was reconvened
at the 24th International Geological Congress (IGC) in Montreal (1972), at the
IA EA Symposium on the Formation o f Uranium Ore Deposits in Athens (1974),
at the 25th International Geological Congress in Sydney (1976), and at the
26th IGC in Paris (1980). Project II o f the Working Group was assigned the
responsibility for Sedimentary Basins and Sandstone-Type Uranium Deposits.
Despite the fact that about 40% of the world’s uranium resources are
contained in sandstone-type deposits, which has led to extensive research and
many publications on the subject, a need has remained for additional
information on the various aspects of the geology and the factors controlling
the formation of sandstone-type uranium deposits. Project II identified and
considered a number of topics and unsettled questions requiring further
investigation. These were: age of host rocks; partitioning of uranium between
continental and marine sediments; latitude limitation on formation o f sand
stone deposits; effect of rock formation attitude on sandstone ores; and
usefulness of stable isotope and fluid inclusion studies. The results o f studies
on these subjects are presented in the present report, which forms part o f a
wider programme of the Working Group, whose final results and conclusions
will be presented at the 27th International Geological Congress in Moscow in
1984.
The International Atomic Energy Agency wishes to express its gratitude
to the Chairman, Mr. R.D. Nininger, and the Vice-Chairman, Mr. L. Page, of
the Working Group on Uranium Geology, for providing guidance for the
activities of the Working Group. Special gratitude is due to Mr. W.I. Finch,
who took the responsibility o f co-ordinating the activities of Project II since
1979, and also to Messrs H.H. Adler and R.J. Wright, former chairmen of
Project II. The compilers are grateful to Ms. M. McNeil and Mr. L. Stout
(Bendix Field Engineering Corporation) and Mr. J.K. Otton (US Geological
Survey), who translated certain contributions into English. The material
provided by Mr. K.A. Dickinson (US Geological Survey) on the south Texas

deposits is also acknowledged. Finally, Mr. W. Green and Mr. J.T. Nash o f the
US Geological Survey are to be thanked for their review of the manuscript and
their helpful suggestions. The IAEA wishes to pay tribute to the valuable
co-operation offered by all the members o f Project II and by their respective
organizations who authorized their active participation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Project II o f the Uranium Geology Working Group was assigned to the study
of Sedimentary Basins and Sandstone-Type Uranium Deposits. It investigated five
topics dealing with important aspects of the geology o f uranium ores in sandstone
host formations. The research was carried out mainly by correspondence, and the
results reported by 21 geologists from 1 0 nations are summarized in this report.
The topics are (1) age o f host rock; (2) partitioning o f uranium between continental
and marine sediments; (3) latitude limitation on formation o f sandstone deposits;
(4) effect o f rock formation dip on sandstone ores; and (5) usefulness o f stable
isotope and fluid inclusion studies.

TOPIC 1.
In continental sandstones, uranium deposits are mainly associated with
organic matter, particularly with fossil land-plant material. Because such organic
material does not pre-date the Silurian, continental sandstones are usually good
uranium hosts only if they are younger than Ordovician. Deposits in older sand
stones are found mainly in fractured rock; the fracturing seems to have been the
chief control on localization of uranium, and this mineralization took place at a
much later time. The major fault-controlled deposits in the Precambrian
Franceville Basin, Gabon, may have resulted from remobilization o f pre-existing
deposits somewhat similar to typical sandstone uranium deposits in their form and
association with fluvial sediments and organic matter.

TOPIC 2.
Chemically precipitated uranium in Precambrian and Lower Palaeozoic sedi
mentary rocks seems to have been concentrated mainly, but not exclusively, in
marine shales (pelites), whereas in later times (Silurian and younger) uranium
tended to be concentrated more abundantly in continental sedimentary rocks;
this general concept was confirmed by evidence collected during this study.

TOPIC 3.
Uranium deposits in sandstone are limited mainly to those formations formed
within 50° of the palaeo-equator. The climate of these palaeolatitudes was humid,
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subtropical to tropical, which promoted the abundance o f land plants that became
fossilized and carbonized to provide a reductant for later uranium precipitation.
Important exceptions are the Carboniferous and Permian red-bed host rocks in the
southern hemisphere where the latitude was as great as 45°S.

TOPIC 4.
Typical large sandstone uranium deposits are in low-dipping rocks, generally
less than 5°. A large percentage of the world’s sandstone ore is in rocks dipping
less than 15°. Important exceptions are in Argentina, Pakistan and Yugoslavia
where some dips are 25 to 35°. The fracture-controlled ores o f Gabon, where dips
are as high as 80°, are also exceptions.

TOPIC 5.
The potential uses o f fluid inclusion, stable isotope, and similar studies o f
sandstone uranium deposits, were considered. Typical sandstone ores may not
lend themselves to fluid inclusion study because few have been observed, and any
present would not lend themselves to thermometry studies because of the very
likely low temperature of ore formation and the probable small size o f any that
might be found. Nevertheless, attempts at finding and studying them is recommen
ded, particularly in the non-typical high-temperature ores, such as in Gabon. Stable
isotopes of oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and sulphur should be studied, using new
modem techniques to learn about ore-forming geochemistry. A newly developed
technique, using thermoluminescence of sandstone ores and the adjacent rocks,
shows promise as an exploration tool.

PROCEDURE
To enhance the understanding o f uranium ore formation in various rock
types throughout the world and to increase prospects o f uranium discovery in
developing countries, several uranium geology projects were formed in 1970
under the sponsorship of the International Atomic Energy Agency. Project II on
Sedimentary Basins and Sandstone-type Uranium Deposits, first chaired by Hans
H. Adler (formerly US Department o f Energy), met then and in 1972, 1974, and
1976. Robert J. Wright (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission) became chairman
in 1976, and in 1978 expanded the membership o f Project II by inviting
participation from a larger number of countries containing sandstone uranium
deposits. At the same time, a research effort was conceived with the aid o f the
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former chairman, whereby members could communicate by correspondence their
research results and ideas on various aspects on the geology of sandstone uranium
deposits which, it was hoped, would enhance exploration activities around the world.
This initial communication was prepared by R.J. Wright with the aid o f H.H. Adler
and W. I. Finch, and it listed a proposed selection o f topics concerning unsettled
questions in uranium geology that could benefit from assembling information and
experience from various parts o f the world. This list was mailed to the prospective
members in February 1978 for review. Comments received from those who
accepted membership were considered, and a formal request for information on
five selected topics of research was sent in July 1978 to the entire membership.
Replies were received from members in 1978, 1979 and 1980. W.I. Finch (US
Geological Survey) became chairman in 1979, and assumed chief responsibility
for assembling and analysing the material received on the five topics and for
preparing this summary. Preliminary drafts of the summary were mailed to the
members in May 1980 for comment, and a meeting of Project II to review the
manuscript was held in July 1980 in Paris at the International Geological Congress.
Suggested revisions were received well into 1981, and the final draft was finished
in November 1981.
This report is a unique document in the sense that it is a compilation of scientific
material from around the world done by correspondence. It summarizes and
analyses the contributions from Project II members for each of the five topics.
The introductory material (Introduction, Thesis, Background, Proposal, and
Information Requested) for each of the five topics is essentially the same as that
sent to the members in the formal request for information in 1978. To alter
this introductory material very much might destroy the relation of the response
to the requests. Where clarification is made it is placed in brackets [ ]. This
summary does not include all the material received, but an attempt has been made
to report the most pertinent data relevant to each topic discussed. Where duplicate
material exists, the more complete data were chosen. In other cases, information or.
the same subject was combined into a single statement. Direct quotes are rarely
used and, to shorten the report, some paraphrasing and re-forming has been done
to present a uniform style. The material for contribution reported originally in
Spanish and French has been translated into English.
For uniform treatment o f each topic, an attempt has been made to organize
the presentation o f material geographically under an overall geological age of
host rock as follows:
1.
2.

Geological age o f host rock — oldest to youngest
Continent: (a) South America; (b) North America; (c) Europe;
(d) Africa; (e) Australia; (f) Asia.
For each chapter the identity o f each contributor (listed in Appendix 1) is

noted by giving his name plus, in parenthesis, his initials and the year the material
was received for the first entry, and thereafter only the initials and date.
3
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FIG .l.

World map showing distribution o f sandstone uranium deposits.

The principal areas o f the world containing sandstone uranium ore deposits
are discussed. Figure 1 shows the location of major uranium deposits and districts
discussed in this report.

DEFIN ITION OF SANDSTONE U RANIUM DEPOSITS
A sandstone uranium deposit, taken in its broadest and most simplistic sense,
is an epigenetic concentration o f uranium that occurs in a sandstone host rock.
This definition is the one followed in this summary, but it does not satisfy all
deposit examples or geological field conditions as discussed in the contribution
made by Finch below, and in other ways as follows. Deposits range from the
typical unmistakable types to those that are questionable relative to the typical,
and to those that are gradational into other types in sedimentary rocks. Some
discussions, deposit descriptions, and other data supplied by contributors attest
to these variations. The character of the sandstone host rock may be the key
factor (typical sandstone deposits versus non-typical sandstone deposits): sand
grain size versus silt, clay, and conglomerate grain sizes; clastic sediment versus
chemical sediment (the Todilto limestone host is largely clastic); continental and
marginal marine versus marine; and unmetamorphosed (and only slightly so)
versus metamorphosed. The shape or form o f the deposit may be the key factor
to others: uranium-mineral concentrations controlled by sedimentary structures
versus those controlled by tectonic fracture structures (see below). The process
o f uranium deposition may be the key factor: epigenetic versus syngenetic, lowtemperature versus high-temperature; and groundwater mineralizing solutions
versus hypogene mineralizing solutions. All these factors can be used to modify
the original definition; no one alone is a discriminator sufficient to be the key
factor except that the deposits must be epigenetic to be included as a sandstone
uranium deposit.
W.I. Finch (WIF, 1979): Definition o f term “sandstone uranium deposits”
Finch raised the question of defining sandstone uranium deposits. Back in
the late 1950s, when preparing Professional Paper 538 — Geology o f Uranium
Deposits in Sandstone Formations o f the United States — the problem o f defining
the term “ sandstone-type” uranium deposits was discussed. The original title of
the unreviewed draft was “Geology of sandstone-type uranium deposits in the
United States.” The manuscript was not approved because o f the term “ sandstonetype” in the title, as well as in the text. The result o f this action was a change in
the title and the coining o f the term “peneconcordant” (Econ. Geol. 54, No. 5
(1959) 944—46) to describe the typical deposits in sandstone. In fact the publi
cation o f the definition was speeded up to allow K.G. Bell to use the term for the
deposits in the Todilto limestone (New Mexico, USA) in his US Geological Survey
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Professional Paper 474-A. In Professional Paper 538 the deposits in sandstone
formations are divided into two groups, peneconcordant and veins.
The term peneconcordant has genetic implications; it implies that the deposits
were formed shortly after sedimentation and are thus epigenetic. Peneconcordant
distinguishes the deposits from those that are syngenetic. It was unfortunate that
the roll-front deposits o f Wyoming and Texas were not yet well described in 1959.
But the fact that the Plateau deposits have roll features clearly allows usage of
peneconcordant for the Wyoming and Texas roll-front deposits. The term includes
both tabular and roll-front subtypes. Nevertheless, the term peneconcordant has
been misused in the literature. The term has not received universal usage, since
the term “ sandstone-type” still crops up.
Vein deposits in sandstone include those uranium deposits localized chiefly
in open spaces o f fractures faults, and shear zones. Vein uranium deposits must
clearly be separated from peneconcordant deposits that were later fractured,
faulted, or sheared, and the uranium was redistributed into the newly created open
space by oxidation, such as in the zone o f weathering. The source of uranium for
vein deposits in sandstone was most likely remote from their present position.
A subset of questions may be asked of Project II — can or do “sandstone
uranium deposits” occur in rocks other than sandstone? The most abundant
host for some is conglomerate, siltstone, mudstone, or lignite. Are the Todilto
limestone deposits included? Does the group o f “sandstone uranium deposits”
include deposits that are clearly syngenetic (certain deposits in lacustrine claystone
in eastern United States of America), deposits localized primarily by open space
in fractures (veins), deposits in metamorphosed sandstone (Dripping Springs,
Arizona), and multi-staged deposits that were originally typical “sandstone uranium
deposits” and now are essentially veins (Gabon)?
While the definition o f “ sandstone uranium deposit” may seem to be trivial
and academic, the replies to the five Topics depend upon the definition. Each
correspondent knows in his own mind what he means, and there will be obvious
differences.

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY
Several generalities o f the mode o f occurrence o f uranium deposits in sand
stone formations were re-studied from a worldwide distribution point of view.
These general concepts not only withstood the test scrutiny by contributors from
every continent, but better focus was achieved and some new data and perspectives
were attained.
Continental sedimentary rocks appear to be less abundant in pre-Silurian
sequences, but our knowledge o f the sedimentary environments o f Precambrian
metamorphosed sediments is not extensive at this time. The uranium
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deposits that do occur in pre-Silurian continental and marginal marine (littoral
zone) sandstone formations are unlike typical sandstone uranium deposits in
younger rocks. Most of them consist o f minor concentrations o f oxidized
(hexavalent) uranium minerals in fractured sandstone (commonly brittle quartzite)
in the zone of oxidation. The source o f such uranium may have been buried
deposits but more likely the uranium was leached by groundwater from ordinary
rocks. Many o f these deposits are. near to intrusive igneous rocks, such as pegmatites
and basic dikes, and the sandstones are metamorphosed to quartzite. Only a few
of the deposits are associated with carbonaceous matter, and these deposits are
generally small and low grade, commonly uneconomic. The exceptions include the
major deposits in the Franceville Basin, Gabon, and at Westmoreland, Australia.
The uranium deposits in marginal marine rocks younger than Silurian are little
different from the typical sandstone uranium deposits in well-developed continental
sandstones with which these sediments are commonly associated. Deposits in
marginal marine sandstone are tabular or roll-shaped bodies in arkosic or tuffaceous
sediments, consist of unoxidized primary tetravalent uranium minerals except
where weathered near the surface, are commonly associated with carbonaceous
matter, and commonly contain ore-grade material in mineable quantities.
The control of uranium deposition within marine sediments appears to have
been chiefly the presence of organic matter. The absence o f land plants prior to
Silurian time prevented the continental sediments from accumulating much, if any,
organic matter; whereas marine environments, both before Silurian and after, were
afforded an ample supply o f organic matter. Organic marine shales are anomalously
uraniferous in places where there was a source for the uranium. The uranium
content of Palaeozoic and Mesozoic marine black shales ranges from about 0.0025
to 0.025% U. Data on Precambrian pelites were not supplied by any correspondents,
but a general impression is that older shales are more uraniferous. Uranium in black
shales is tightly held, but under high-grade metamorphism it could be released to
migrate into a new location, such as unconformity-vein uranium deposits.
Data for palaeolatitude o f host-rock formation for major sandstone uranium
deposits indicate a maximum o f about 50° north o f the equator and about 70°
south, which correlates well with the palaeolatitude o f the maximum development
of red-bed sediments. The palaeoclimatic conditions o f the sedimentary environ
ments o f host sandstones b.ased on fossil evidence were humid, subtropical to
tropical, which would indicate either palaeo-positions not too far north or south
o f the equator, or topography and ocean currents favourable for such climates
farther from the equator.
One generalization that seems evident for many o f the major uranium deposits,
including those in sandstone, is that the areas containing the deposits have been
relatively stable since primary uranium mineralization took place. Furthermore,
because uranium mineralization appears to have taken place in most typical sand
stone deposits not very long geologically after sedimentation, one would expect
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the host sandstone formations to have low dips. The collected data show that
about 90% o f the identified resources are in beds that now dip less than 15°.
Nevertheless, it must be stressed that high dips do not rule out the possibility of
finding significant deposits for it was only important that dips were low at the time
o f mineralization.
Recent new work on sulphur isotopes was done for ores from Zirovski Vrh,
a Yugoslav deposit where results were analogous to earlier work on the Colorado
Plateau ores. Preliminary results o f oxygen isotopic composition of carbonate
from Zirovski Vrh ore indicate a possible genetic connection between carbonate
and uranium minerals. Studies o f Colorado Plateau ores in progress in 1981 by
scientists o f the US Geological Survey, using isotopes o f sulphur, oxygen, hydrogen,
and carbon have produced preliminary results that indicate briny ore solutions
interfaced with fresh meteoric water under reducing conditions to produce tabular
bodies o f uranium-vanadium ore.
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CHAPTER 2
TOPIC 1: AG E OF HOST ROCKS
Material sent to the correspondents

INTRODUCTION
Topic 1 deals with the influence of the geological age o f host rocks on
favourability for uranium. It is generally recognized that uranium deposits in
continental sedimentary rocks are mostly restricted to formations younger than
Silurian. This could be mainly explained by the evolution o f land plants in
the Silurian period. Plants provided organic matter (to trap uranium on the
continental surface before it was carried by streams into the sea) 1 that later acted
as a reductant to precipitate uranium in permeable sandstones.
In marginal-marine sandstones, however, uranium deposits are present in
units as old as 1700 million years, such as in Gabon. Thus, favourable sandstone
with marine affinities can be much older than favourable continental sandstone.
Sandstone uranium deposits have a world-wide distribution as shown in Fig. 1. Their
distribution by geological age o f host rock is rather restrictive with most of the
major deposits in Permian, Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary sandstone
formations. O f these the Jurassic contains the bulk of the uranium ore.
Thesis
It is possible to define the maximum ages o f (a) continental rocks and
(b) marine rocks that can contain sandstone uranium ore.
Background
The role o f organic matter as a precipitant of sandstone ore has been well
documented in many cases, particularly with respect to carbonaceous matter of
plant origin (although the origin of the humate in the San Juan Basin, USA,
remains controversial). Organic matter acts as an effective reductant for causing
precipitation o f uranium as pitchblende and coffinite from groundwater. Also,
it provides the raw material for the generation of H2S by anaerobic bacteria.
The H2S can act directly as a precipitant of uranium or produce pyrite, which in

1 This parenthetical material, presented in the original request seems to im ply that
the uranium deposits were form ed on the continental land surface as syngenetic concentrations.
Thus, this sentence is m odified from that sent to the correspondents to clarify this point.
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turn, upon oxidative destruction, can yield a sulphur species that acts as an effective
reductant (Granger and Warren [1]).
Through the process of organic evolution, the variety and volume of plant
material on the Earth have increased through geological time. Until the Silurian
period, plant life was largely in the oceans. Land plants first appeared during
the Silurian period, and this presumably explains the fact that most continental
host rocks are Silurian or younger in age.
Looking back through geological history, there must be a time before which
there was insufficient organic matter to form sandstone ore. In this connection,
the Oklo and nearby deposits in Gabon, situated in marginal marine rocks, are of
particular interest. The precipitant is reported to be kerogens with medium
reflectance under the microscope and a spherulitic form as much as 2 cm in
diameter. The host rock is said to be 1700 m.y. old (Diouly-Osso and Chauvet [2]),
this being the oldest known rock containing sandstone ore.
Whereas organic matter is important in most deposits, a few have no apparent
relation to such material. In the United States of America such ore bodies are
found in Texas and Colorado.
1. Texas Gulf Coast District: Plant matter and other organic matter is not
associated with some deposits. The uranium precipitant is thought to have been
H2S arising from oil deposits deeper in the stratigraphic section.
2. Rifle, Colorado deposit: This unusual roll-shaped ore body is located
in aeolian sandstone. The only evidence o f organic matter consists o f traces of
oil. The structural situation is on the flanks o f a dome which is known to be
oil-bearing.
Despite the importance of organic matter, there has been a notable lack of
success in discovering commercial uranium ore near deposits o f coal, petroleum,
or tar sand. A sandstone unit near Santa Rosa, New Mexico, is quarried for its
tar content as a material for direct application on roads. The tarry material is not
radioactive, but nearby the same formation contains an occurrence o f uranium
with plant remains in sandstone.
Proposal
The Oklo deposit provides valuable insights into the probable role o f organic
matter as a participant in old Proterozoic marine sandstone. (Diouly-Osso and
Chauvet [2] interpret the host sandstones as fluvial.) Are there other deposits in
marine sandstone o f Proterozoic age? If so, can an environment of sedimentation
suitable for uranium accumulation be defined and recognized (even where
modified by later metamorphism). Does this environment relate to the Proterozoic
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pelitic schists that have been suggested by some authorities as possible source
rocks for unconformity-related deposits in Australia?
Is there evidence o f epigenetic uranium mineralization in continental sand
stone older than Silurian? Do the quartz pebble conglomerate deposits of
Canada and South Africa suggest anything about uranium precipitation by
organic matter in continental rocks, or is placer action the dominant means of
deposition? It would be worth while describing the relatively few uranium
deposits that ( 1 ) have no apparent connection with organic material as a
precipitant; or (2) are located near deposits o f coal, petroleum or tar sand. A
comparison of the common features of such deposits could aid in understanding
their methods of formation.

Information requested
Correspondents were requested to identify sandstone uranium deposits
that are (a) in continental rocks older than Silurian age, and (b) in marine or
marginal marine rocks of any age; and, for each of the two deposits or groups of
deposits, to describe (a) location, (b) sedimentary environment, (c) precipitating
agent for uranium, (d) association with organic matter, and (e) amount (tonnes)
of uranium contained in the deposits or group of deposits described.

REPLIES
Continental host rocks older than Silurian
General comments
J.L. Hagmeier (JLH, 1978): Sandstone uranium deposits that can be genetically
related to organic debris as a reductant source are unknown in continental rocks
older than Silurian because of (1) the lack of abundant terrestrial plant growth in
early geological time, ( 2 ) the relative abundance of marine sediments in early
geological time, and (3) our inability to identify old continental deposited
sediments because of their highly metamorphosed condition, especially in the
Precambrian. For example, the Canadian Precambrian unconformity deposits
(generally classified as vein deposits) in northern Saskatchewan could
represent pre-existing continental sandstone uranium deposits (which locally
contain abundant graphite) that have been upgraded through metamorphic pro
cesses. It is not unreasonable to call upon continental sandstones or marginal
marine (deltaic) sandstone as parent rocks for the present-day metamorphic
uranium hosts in northern Saskatchewan. A marginal marine or marginal lacustrine
environment is favoured because marine organisms can provide adequate organic
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sources for the generation of reductant, as exemplified by the Oklo deposit in
Gabon.
Significant uranium deposits in continental rocks older than Silurian have
not been found in Argentina, Bolivia, or Peru (A.E. Belluco, 1978), or in the United
States of America (JLH, 1978).
W.I. Finch (WIF, 1979): In the United States of America uranium occurs in
sandstone formations of Ordovician, Cambrian, and Precambrian ages. (See
US Geol. Surv. Soc. Prof. Paper 538, pp. 6 , 13, 15, 20, 23, 37.) Most of these are
deposits in fractured rock and are unlike typical sandstone deposits. The deposits
in the Dripping Springs Quartzite produced some ore in the 1950s; the Silver
Cliff mine yielded high-grade radium ore; the rest are small occurrences. The host
rocks were formed mainly in littoral and shallow marine environments.
Precambrian
Sweden — D.M. Taylor (DMT, 1978): Uranium concentrations occur in Late
Precambrian clastics of probable continental origin in the Arjoplog-Arvidsjaur
uranium province.
Zaire — (DMT, 19 78): Small occurrences of copper and uranium minerals
are known in platform sediments of the Roan-Kundelungu System of Late
Proterozoic age in western Zaire.
Zambia — P.N. Stipanicic (PNS, 1982): Some small uranium bodies (around
100 t U each), found in the copper belt included in sediment of the Roan Group,
were exploited some years ago (Nkana, Nchanga, Ndola, etc. mines).
Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) — (DMT, 1978): Uraninite occurs with copper minerals
in the Lomagundian platform sediments (sandstones? ) of Lower to Middle
Proterozoic with close association to intrusive pegmatites at the Molly Mine in
Zimbabwe (Rhodesia).
Westmoreland, Queensland, Australia — D. Brunt (DB, 1978): Uranium
deposits occur in the upper Proterozoic Westmoreland Conglomerate in the West
moreland district in the northwest part of Queensland (17°30'S, 138°20'E),
Australia. The Westmoreland sediments consist chiefly of coarse-grained, cross
bedded sandstone and conglomerate deposited in a high-energy fluviatile
environment and of some shale. The major deposits are associated with
haematitic and chloritic altered basic dykes of the Redtree Joint System that
intrudes the Westmoreland. The source of the uranium appears to have been
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sedimentary rather than hydrothermal. Organic matter associated with the
uranium is nil. Six deposits of varying sizes total about 8500 t U in reserves and
have an average grade of 0.14 %.
F. G. Barthel (FB, 1979): In reference to Ryan [3], it is noted that the age of
the host rocks at Westmoreland are late Proterozoic, whereas the age of the
mineralization has been determined to be 820 m.y. and 430 m.y. (Early Palaeozoic).
Cambrian
Iran - (PNS, 1982): Rich, but very sporadic nodules of pitchblende
(1-5 mm) occur in the lower levels of the continental Lalum Formation of Early
Cambrian age near Kerman.
M orocco - (DMT, 1978): Uranium anomalies are found in the continental
sandstone facies of the Georgian of Early Cambrian age in the eastern part of
the Anti-Atlas Mountains of Morocco.
Algeria — (DMT, 1978): In Algeria stratiform uranium deposits containing
autunite and torbenite occur in the basal conglomerate channels of the Tassili
Series o f Late Cambrian(? ) age.
Marine and marginal marine uranium host sandstones of any age
Descriptions of the environment of known uranium deposits in various
marine and marginal marine sandstone host rocks of Precambrian to Tertiary ages
are as follows:
Precambrian
Gila County, Arizona, USA - (WIF, 1979): Numerous fracturecontrolled uranium deposits occur in gray siltstone (some homfels) and quartzite
of the Proterozoic Y Dripping Spring Quartzite. The uranium-bearing beds were
deposited in a shallow-water mudflat environment within a generally littoral
and shallow marine sequence or rocks. Some fine-grained graphite and organic
carbon is associated with the deposits. The deposits are localized along fractures
in favourable rocks near contacts with diabase. The deposits are small; a total
of 21 000 ore averaging 0.20% U were produced in the 1950s.
Finland — (DMT, 1978): Uraninite and pitchblende occurs in marginal marine
quartzite of Precambrian age (Karelian) in Finland. The deposits are near orogenic
plutons intruded about 1.8 X 109 years ago.
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Transvaal, South Africa — W. Herzberg(WH, 1978): Marine host rocks: A
sandstone pebble containing about 1% U 3 0 8 as coffmite in hydrocarbonaceous
material was found in the Black Reef Conglomerate (age: 2300 m.y.) in the
Kaapsehoop area o f the eastern Transvaal (30°42'E, 25°37'S). Based on a
mineralogical investigation, it is concluded that the pebble was mineralized before
its deposition in the Black Reef sediments which in turn indicates the former
presence of a highly uranium-mineralized sandstone older than 2300 m.y. in the
vicinity o f Kaapsehoop (31°E—31°45'E, 25°30'S—26°S). As the pebble itself
resembles the sandstone o f the marine Moodies System (age ± 3300 m.y.), whereas
the associated banded chert, jaspilite and fuchsite-bearing quartzite pebbles are
typical o f Swaziland sediments (age: 3360 ± 100 m.y.), the Barberton Mountain Land
is considered as being the source o f the radioactive [sandstone] pebble.

Franceville Basin, Gabon — M.J. Bourrel (MJB, 1978): Four uranium
deposits — Mounana, Boyindzi, Okla, Mikouloungou - occur at the transition of
continental arkosic rocks with marginal marine sandy argillaceous and dolomitic
rocks in the lower part o f the Franceville Formation of Middle Precambrian
(1740 ± 20 m.y.) age in eastern Gabon. The total tonnage in the four deposits is
over 17 000 t U, o f which 4900 t had been produced by 1977.

(MJB, 1978): An uplift o f the Chaillu massif, situated west of the basin,
was the source of arkosic sands of fluvio-deltaic character which were spread
over the entire basin (FA sequence); then sandy argillaceous and dolomitic
sediments were deposited, passing into carbonaceous shales at the top (FB
sequence). Following this, beds o f jasper alternate with carbonaceous shales and
ash beds (FC sequence). This volcanic phase is continued by deposits of
carbonaceous shale with reworked pyroclastics (vitroclastic-tuff horizons) (FD
sequence). Then, detrital sedimentation is begun again, with alternating beds o f
sands and muds (FF sequence) originating essentially from the northern border
of the basin. Deposits o f uranium are based on ‘reduction traps’, corresponding
to concentrations o f organic matter which have been regionally controlled by
the sedimentology. It is nevertheless supposed that the actual deposits result from
successive migrations and re-deposition of organic matter (carbonaceous) and
uranium, the chronology of which is difficult to establish.
Carbonaceous materials are sometimes encountered in abundance in the
argillaceous layers in the interiors of the deposits (up to 9.25% organic carbon in
the Oklo deposit). Two types of constituent have been observed in proximity
with pitchblende inclusions: Type 1: Seemingly humic materials, surrounded by
polymeric hydrocarbons. This type embraces most o f the pitchblende inclusions.
Type 2: Material o f strong reflectance, nearly that of graphite; pitchblende
inclusion rare or absent.
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Franceville Basin, Gabon - D.M. Taylor (DMT, 1978): Mineralogical studies
of Oklo samples by Simpson and Bowles [4] indicate that reaction zone uraninite
was unlikely to have been formed directly by hydrothermal introduction into
the present site but was more likely to have been formed from the local thermal/
metamorphism and recrystallization o f fine-grained pitchblende initially deposited
from low-temperature solutions in a locally reducing environment with decaying
organic matter. Therefore, the conditions for criticality were probably established
during diagenesis and compaction o f a highly uraniferous, water-logged and
decaying organic rich algal mat, resulting in the progressive expulsion o f pore
water and carbonaceous matter into the aureole associated with local heating and
metamorphism o f pitchblende. These conditions were ultimately terminated by
the complete loss o f carbonaceous matter and water to the aureole and the
formation o f coarsely crystalline uraninite.

Cambrian
Flathead Quartzite, Carbon County, Montana, USA — (WIF, 1979): Small
occurrences of uranium occur in fractures in sandstone, quartzite, and dark shale in
the lower part o f the Middle Cambrian Flathead Quartzite. The uranium-bearing
beds were deposited in the littoral zone o f a dominantly marine sequence. No
carbon is reported. These minor uraniferous veins were localized in fractures in
the zone of oxidation, probably form the mobilization o f uranium from a
disseminated source.
Niobrara County, Wyoming, USA — (WIF, 1979): The Silver Cliff mine
contains uranium as well as copper, silver, and gold in quartzose sandstone of
probable Cambrian age. Less then 850 t uranium ore were produced in the 1950s.

Cambrian-Ordovician
Grant County, New Mexico, USA - (WIF, 1979): A small prospect occurs
in the brecciated quartzite in the Bliss Sandstone of Ordovician and Late Cambrian
age in Grant County, New Mexico. The Bliss was deposited in the shallow-water
littoral zone o f a transgressive sea. Organic matter is absent, and only hexavalent
uranium minerals are known in the weathered outcrop.
Pennington County, South Dakota, USA — (WIF, 1979): A small prospect
occurs in fractured siltstone and very hard quarzite in the Deadwood Formation
of Early Ordovician and Late Cambrian age. The formation is mostly marine and
its basal conglomerate is a beach deposit. Only hexavalent uranium minerals
are present in the weathered exposure; no carbonaceous material is present.
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FIG.2.
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Map o f part o f Argentina showing localities discussed under Topic 1.

Devonian
Saquache and Gunnison Counties, Colorado, USA — (WIF, 1979): Small
uranium deposits occur in silty sandstone and sandstone in the Harding Quartzite
o f Middle Devonian age. These rocks were deposited in a near-shore littoral
environment o f a transgressive sea. Uranium is localized mainly in asphaltic pellets
and phosphatic fossiliferous fish scales in a silty to coarse-grained quartzite or
sandstone bed. Although some uranium is locally in fractures, the dominant control
seems to have been sedimentary structures, and some uranium may be syngenetic
for the fossil zone is a regional subsurface gamma-ray marker. The deposits
yielded more than 6 8 0 0 1 ore up to 1971.

Pennsylvanian and Permian
Front Range, Colorado, USA - J.F. Davis (JFD, 1979): Uranium deposits
occur in continental arkosic conglomerate and sandstone interbedded with mud
stone in the Fountain Formation o f Pennsylvanian and Permian age that dips
steeply away from Precambrian basement rocks along the Front Range of
Colorado. The host sediments were deposited in alluvial fans marginal to the up
lift o f the ancestral Rocky Mountain Precambrian basement and younger
Palaeozoic rocks. These continental sediments dip steeply (65°) away from
the mountain front but flatten in a short distance and grade laterally into marine
carbonate rocks only a few tens o f miles to the east. The uranium occurs in sand
stone and conglomerate where red (haematitic) colour was reduced to brown
(ferrous iron), and feldspar was altered to kaolin. Metazeunerite occurs with pyrite
and black metamict quartz, but no carbonaceous material was noted. The uranium
concentrations are where the silt content increases in arkosic sand. The reducing
environment is believed to have been caused by H2S migrating up fractures from
underlying rocks. The source o f the uranium is thought to have been Tertiary
sediments that capped eroded edges o f the Fountain. The mineralized
zones range from one to a few metres in thickness and contain as much as
0.40% eU but average about 0.07% U.

Cretaceous
Andean Basin, NW Argentina — A.E. Belluco (AEB, 1978) and PN. Stipanicic
(PNS, 1982): The south-western margin o f the Upper Cretaceous Andean Basin
includes an uraniferous belt in which some economic mines are located as well as
numerous uranium occurrences (Lencinas and Salfity, 1973). (Figure 2).
The belt is 10—15 km wide and extends in a NW/SE direction from parallel
2 6°5' latitude to 23°15'. In the Alemania sub-basin, the Tonco district includes
some mines which were exploited (Don Otto, Los Berthos, MM. de Guemes and
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other deposits not worked (Pedro Nicolas, etc.))- Numerous uranium occurrences,
are also known in the Alemania district (La Despedida) as well as in the Antofagosta
sub-basin which has not yet been exhaustively explored. The uranium mineralization
shows a decided preference for the Yacoraite Formation o f the Upper Cretaceous
Salta Group (Campanian — Maastrichitian). The sedimentary environment of
deposition o f the Yacoraite Formation corresponds to a shallow marine basin with
an intermittent period o f continental influence as is attested to by the caracter
o f the lithological facies and the fossils found in the sequence: Fishes, algae,
gastropods, and vertebrates — Dinosaur tracks, bones, etc. o f these animals. The
anomalous belt is found within this environment o f sedimentation in a distinctly
marginal position and in a special position with respect to the source of supply
(western border o f the Basin) as attested to by the lithological column (sandstones
and black shales), the components o f the former (quartz clasts only slightly
developed and slightly altered feldspars) and the presence o f organic carbon residues
in the pelites.
Two factors are believed to have interevened in the precipitation of the
uranium carried into the Basin as the uranyl ion from the fertile granites: (1) The
carbonaceous organic material present in the black shale facies; and (2) the
presence of the argillaceous fractions of the expandible type — illites and montmorillonites with a high capacity for cation exchange. The pitchblende found in
the mine is associated with the organic carbon present, especially in the black
pelitic beds. The size o f the pitchblende averages 100 (im.
In addition to this black mineral there have originated in the oxidation zone
multiple and abundant “ uranium yellows” (mainly exploited) with a preponderance
of vanadates that have been redistributed in the sandstones and shales adjacent
to the host beds.
A total o f 3600 t U (RAR plus EAR) are estimated for the known Tonco and
Alemania deposits (AEB, 1978).

Black Mesa, Arizona, USA — W.L. Chenoweth (WLC, 1978): Small uranium
deposits occur in the Upper Cretaceous Toreva Formation (Mesaverde Group),
which was deposited in a regressive beach sand environment. The host sandstone
contains no visible organic matter but is overlaid by lignite beds, which are called
upon to have provided humic acid from uranium reduction. A total o f about
65 t U is contained in the deposits.

Grants Mineral Belt, New Mexico, USA — (WLC, 1978): Uranium deposits
occur in both fluvial (distributary channel) and coastal environments in the Dakota
sandstone o f Late Cretaceous age. The marginal marine rocks include beach,
tital flat, and barrier island sandstone, and paludal shale. Carbonaceous material
occurs in both sandstone and shale and provided the reducing environment for
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uranium deposition. The deposits in the marginal marine environment total about
25 tU .

Northern Black Hills, Wyoming, USA - (WLC, 1978): Small uranium
deposits occur in the Lower Cretaceous Fall River Formation (Inyan Kara Goup),
which was deposited in deltaic, estuary, and coastal beach environments. The
ore-bearing sandstone contains interbedded carbonaceous shale and siltstone,
which provided the reducing agent for uranium deposition. The deposits total
about 1150 t U.

Nine Mile Lake, Natrona County, Wyoming, USA — Report o f D. Dowers to
J. F. Davis, 19 79: A roll-front uranium deposit occurs in deltaic and transgressive
beach sandstones in the gently dipping ( 3 - 6 ° ENE) Teapot Sandstone Member o f
the Upper Cretaceous Mesaverde Formation at Nine Mile Lake in the southwest
part of the Powder River Basin, Natrona County, Wyoming. The Teapot was
deposited in delta-front and delta-plain environments during a regressional marine
phase and under a probable hot and humid climate. The Teapot host sandstone is
hydrologically bounded by shale above and clayey arkose below. Pitchblende,
coffinite, and montroseite are associated with carbonaceous trash and pyrite in
fine-grained quartzose sandstone. The proposed source o f the uranium was from an
ancient drainage that crossed the exposed outcrop o f the Teapot in post-White
River Formation (Oligocene) time that allowed entry o f uranium-bearing water
into the groundwater system. The deposit ranges from the outcrop to a depth o f
180 m and contains a geological reserve o f about 4000 t U at an approximate
grade o f 0.04% U. In the 1950s, 79 t ore averaging 0.27% U was produced.

Cretaceous-Tertiary
Australia - (DB, 1978): No specific deposits in marine or marginal marine
rocks are known in Australia. However, uranium does occur over wide areas in
the Carpentaria basin - Kamilaroi Limestone (Cretaceous) and in limestones o f
Miocene age in parts o f the Lake Frome embayment, South Australia. Grades are
generally low (less than 50 ppm) but the formations are widespread.

Tertiary
South Texas, USA - (WLC, 1978; JLH, 1979): Many uranium deposits occur
in marginal marine sandstones o f Tertiary age, particularly in the Eocene Whitsett
Formation, Jackson Group, along the south Texas coastal plain. In general the
host rocks were formed on a strand plain by barrier island, lagoonal, and paludal
deposition. An important aspect o f some deposits is the close position of
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marginal marine sandstone host, such as a barrier bar, to fluvial channel sand
stone that allowed a large volume o f groundwater movement to
sweep through the source rocks and to concentrate uranium in response to a
reductant. Organic debris in these host rocks is very sparse but lignite beds
are found 10—30 m above the ore horizon. Therefore, the concentrating reductant
suggested was H2S arising from oil and gas in lower strata. It is implied that
the H2S resulted from anaerobic bacteria respiration utilizing methane as an
energy source. It is also possible that some H2S resulted from anaerobic decay
o f organic debris in the host sandstone. Deposits in the Whitsett Formation
contain a total o f 29 500 t U.

South Texas, USA — (WIF, 1979): The south Texas uranium district in Karnes
County contains uranium in marginal marine rocks o f Late Eocene age. Ore was
mined from about 20 separate ore bodies, but if closeness and trend relations are
considered, the number o f deposits is narrowed to about 10. O f these 10 deposits,
some carbonized organic matter has been observed either in or adjacent to seven.
If closer attention had been paid to observing mining operations, plant-related
matter probably would have been seen in most, if not all, the deposits. The
abundance o f carbonized plant ranges from abundant to very sparse.
Uranium deposits in the Eocene rocks are generally thought o f as having
no or very little carbonized plant matter associated with them, and thus some
workers have proposed hydrogen sulphide leaked from faults as the major
reductant for uranium precipitation [5]. Below, the deposits are described which
have organic matter either in or adjacent to ore. Most o f the material below was
provided by K.A. Dickinson (US Geol. Surv.), and a summary o f the geological
controls on uranium mineralization may be found in Dickinson [6]. The
deposits described below yielded about 80% o f the production from Eocene
rocks. According to J.S. Leventhal (US Geol. Surv. [7]), the parts o f deposits
that contain either no visible organic matter, or essentially none, are o f lower
grade than those parts that do.
All deposits are in (a) Karnes County, Texas, and (b) in rocks o f Eocene
age. Rosenbrock mine: (c) Deposit in a fluvial distributary channel, the same
one as the Kellner mine; (d) Organic matter precipitated at least part o f the
uranium ore; (e) Carbonized plant fragments present in host; (f) A large deposit.

Pflel mine: (c) Beach environment; (d) Reductant is probably the plant matter;
(e) Carbonized plant matter in and near host rock; (f) A part o f the large trend
deposit consisting o f Pfiel, Wright, McCrady, and Weddington (Conoco) ore
trend.

Kellner mine: (c) Deposit in fluvial distributary channel, as with Rosenbrock,
that cuts across beach deposits; (d) Organic matter precipitated at least part o f
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ore; (e) Plant matter in host rock; (f) Part of the largest deposit (Kellner
Weddington (Tenneco, Susquehanna) - Butler — Turner — Galen).

Butler mine: (c) Beach environment and fluvial distributary channel; (d) Organic
matter precipitated part o f uranium ore; (e) Carbonized plant fragments in both
beach and channel sands; ( 0 Part o f largest deposit.

Galen mine: (c) Beach environment; (d) Organic matter precipitated part of
uranium ore; (e) Carbonized root tubes penetrate about one metre of top of sand
unit, including the upper limb o f roll; (f) North end o f largest deposit.

Sickenius mine: (c) Beach-paludal environment; (d) Organic matter precipitated
most of uranium ore; (e) Ore in lignite (ore was roasted at first, then later mixed
with sand ore); ( 0 A small deposit updip from Galen-Turner part o f largest
deposit.

Lauw mine: (c) Fluvial distributary channel; (d) Organic matter precipitated part
o f uranium ore; (e) Carbonized plant remains in host rock; (f) Small deposit in
same channel as Bargmann and Beicker mines.

Beicker mine: (c) Fluvial distributary channel; (d) Organic matter precipitated
part o f uranium ore; (e) Carbonized plant matter in host rock; (f) A small deposit
in same channel as Bargmann and Lauw mines.

Stoelgte mine: (c) Tital-flat environment; (d) Organic matter precipitated much
of the uranium ore; (e) Carbonized roots in upper metre o f host; coal clasts
throughout host; lignite layer just above ore roll. Samples range from 1400 ppm U
and 32% C to 50 ppm U and 2% C [7]; (f) A medium-sized deposit.

Pawelek mine: (c) Beach-paludal environment; (d) Organic matter precipitated
most o f uranium ore; (e) Ore in lignite (ore was roasted at first, later was mixed
with sand ore); (f) A small deposit updip from Galen-Tumer part o f largest deposit.

COMMENTS
Continental sandstone host rocks older than Silurian that contain the large
uranium deposits are mainly o f Proterozoic age; numerous minor occurrences in
the older rocks are most likely the result o f a recent movement o f uranium from
a disseminated source in the zone o f weathering. The major deposits, such as
at Gabon, have been modified by later events, and their present form is related
to a structural setting that involved faulting.
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The deposits in rocks with marine affiliations younger than Silurian are
shown by the above descriptions to be mostly related to the concentrations of
carbonized plant material in littoral and deltaic sequences. Where such material
is either very sparse or absent, the host rocks are Tertiary in age, and these
deposits seem to be localized where oil field gases could gain access to the host
through faults, generally growth faults o f a subsiding basin.
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CHAPTER 3
TOPIC 2: PARTITIONING OF URANIUM BETWEEN CONTINENTAL AND
MARINE SEDIMENTS
Material sent to the correspondents
INTRODUCTION
It is suggested that in later geological time uranium in sedimentary rocks is
mostly in continental rocks (especially sandstone), but in earlier geological time
it is mostly in marine rocks (especially pelites). Marine pelites may provide an
indicator of changing concentrations o f uranium in the marine environment over
geological time.
Thesis
Conditions earlier in the Earth’s history (from about 2700 to 400 million
years) favoured the concentration o f uranium in marine sediments, whereas
conditions in later geological time favoured the concentration in continental
sediments. (Note: This statement is not intended to apply to quartz-pebble
conglomerate deposits.)
Background
During erosion, oxidation, and weathering o f rocks, uranium ions are taken
into solution by surface waters and near-surface groundwaters. Uranium can be
precipitated from these waters in suitable environments on the continental surface;
otherwise, it ultimately passes to the sea. The favoured sites for precipitation on
the continental surface have been well described (fluvial, reduced, carbon-bearing
arkosic sandstones); the favoured sites for marine deposition have also been well
described (carbonaceous, littoral sandstones, black shales and marine phosphates).
Fairly sketchy information suggests that older marine shales may have
accumulated a greater concentration o f uranium than those o f younger age. Among
Phanerozoic rocks the black shales with highest uranium content are Early
Palaeozoic in age. The highest grade marine black shale (Kolm Shale at Ranstad,
Sweden) with 300 ppm U is Cambrian in age. In Spain, Cambrian black shales
contain 60 ppm U. In the United States o f America the Chattanooga shale of
Devonian and Mississippian age contains 70 ppm U; the younger Palaeozoic and
Mesozoic shales o f the USA are believed to contain less uranium.
Among Precambrian rocks many unconformity-related uranium deposits are
near pelitic schists. Whereas these are now relatively low in uranium content, they
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may have provided a preconcentration o f uranium that was then made available
by metamorphic or hydrothermal events for deposition in the present sites of
the ore.
One important event during the Palaeozoic that fostered the entrapment o f
uranium in continental sediments was the development o f land plants during the
Silurian. This assisted uranium precipitation and fixation in two ways. First, the
amount o f plant matter that could be incorporated into continental rocks increased
with later geological periods. Second, the growth o f land plants tended to slow
down erosional processes so that surface and groundwaters moved more slowly,
thus giving more opportunity for chemical interactions that could (1) leach uranium
from rocks, and (2) bring about uranium precipitation to form mineral deposits.
Another global change that surely affected the migration o f uranium was the
increasing oxygen content o f the atmosphere beginning in the Proterozoic. Many
ore-bodies in sandstone are at the oxidation-reduction interface, and hence their
formation was dependent on atmospheric.oxygen.
Proposal
The above notes outline some aspects o f changing geology over time that may
have affected the partitioning o f uranium between marine and non-marine rocks.
These points need to be critically examined. If there is any validity in the ideas,
supporting information can perhaps be found under headings such as (a) chemical
evolution o f the atmosphere; (b) evolution o f plant materials on the Earth’s
surface; (c) evolution o f plant materials in littoral marine environments; and
(d) depositional history o f shallow-water, organic-rich, marine pelites.
Information requested
A request was made for any views or evidence that would relate to the
partitioning o f uranium between continental and marine sediments. Also requested
was any available information on the uranium content o f marine pelites. For each
unit list it was asked that (a) location, (b) name, (c) geological age, and
(d) uranium content, be given.

REPLIES
Views and evidence o f uranium partitioning between continental and
marine sediments

J.L. Hagmaier (JLH, 1979): World-wide there appears to be a slightly greater
concentration o f uranium in older marine pelites than in younger ones. For example,
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Cambrian black shales in Sweden have a significantly higher uranium concentration
than the Devonian black shales in the United States o f America. Similar differences
occur elsewhere in the world.
An interpretation that may explain the abundance o f uranium in older marine
pelites is a function o f the increase in abundance and complexity o f organisms in
later geological time and their relationship to atmospheric changes — i.e. a change
from a C 0 2-rich atmosphere to an oxygen-rich atmosphere. Degassing o f C 0 2 from
the atmosphere would cause world-wide changes in the pH o f oceans from a more
acid one associated with a C 0 2-rich atmosphere in Precambrian time to a more
basic one in conjunction with the appearance o f abundant life in the Cambrian
period and throughout later geological time. A more acid sea-water in the Pre
cambrian would tend to hold more uranium in solution and have a greater average
uranium content than younger (post-oxygen atmosphere) more basic sea-water.
When abundant life appeared and began changing the pH o f the ocean by decreasing
atmospheric C 0 2, sea-water became more basic and buffered as is apparent in
present-day sea-water. This change in pH would decrease the ability o f sea-water
to hold large amounts or uranium in solution and cause precipitation. The
appearance o f abundant life in the Cambrian would no doubt enhance the precipi
tation and absorption o f uranium from early oceans by creating more organic-rich
pelites.
The above reasoning would imply that late Palaeozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic
marine pelites would have lesser concentrations o f uranium than earlier ones
because the more basic, buffered sea-waters o f later geological time are in an
apparent steady state where the precipitation o f elements and salts from sea-water
are approximately equal to additions from land masses. The only way greater
concentrations could occur in late geological time would be in a restricted or closed
basin situation. A lacustrine example o f this type o f situation would be the Anderson
Mine uranium deposit in Arizona.
Perhaps the type and abundance o f organic reductant associated with marine
pelites are equally as important or more important in determining the amount of
uranium in pelites than is the concentration o f uranium in sea-water. Swanson
found that uranium content in pelites is greater where there is a predominance o f
land plant humic matter than in those pelites where there is a predominance o f
planktonic humic matter (Swanson [8], Fig. 6).

M.J. Bourrel (MJB, 1978): In Gabon and Niger, we know o f no uranium
deposits associated with a marine environment proper.

D.

Brunt (DB, 1978): In Australia evidence o f uranium in sedimentary rocks

bears strongly on the side of continental sediments. Partitioning is almost 100%
on the side o f continental rocks. The only exception is the lower Cretaceous
Kamilaroi Limestone at Cloncurry, Julia Creek area in northwest Queensland,
where the uranium content varies from tens to 200 ppm: variable but generally
less than 50 ppm.
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W.L. Chenoweth (WLC, 1978): If there is an available source o f uranium,
a suitable conduit, and a reductant present in the host, there is no reason why
marine and/or non-marine sandstones cannot be hosts for uranium deposits. In my
opinion it is the lack o f a reducing environment that has limited the actual number
o f deposits that are known in these rocks.
Uranium content o f marine pelites

Federal Republic o f Germany — F. G. Barthel (FGB, 19 79): In the Federal
Republic o f Germany, uranium was found to be associated with graptolithic (black)
shales o f Ordovician to Silurian age. The host rock is o f marine origin and the
mineralization is believed to be o f similar origin as in other black shales. The rocks
are strongly fractured and faulted. On the territory o f F.R. Germany only small
occurrences are known, whereas in the German Democratic Republic active mining
is reported but no detailed information is available.

Rodeo Zone, San Juan Province, Argentina — A.E. Belluco (AEB, 1978):
The zone is located at 30° 10'S latitude and 60°W longitude where thick series of
dark gray lutite outcrops. These have been assigned to the Ordovician. Its samples
vary between 35 and 50 and sometimes up to 50 to 70 ppm U (Angelelli and
Ortega [9]).

North Zone: Jachal-Guandacol, San Juan and La Rioja Provinces, Argentina —
(AEB, 1978): The area is located at 29°30'S latitude and 68°4 5'W longitude.
There are large outcrops o f Ordovician lutite sequences o f dark-coloured material.
The U content oscillates between 20 and 25 ppm.

Calingasta Valley, San Juan Province, Argentina — (AEB, 1978): Located at
69°20'W longitude. In the area there are outcrops o f black marine lutites
(Calingasta Fm.) o f Silurian age containing on the average between 2 0 -2 5 ppm U
(Angelelli and Ortega [9]).

Tennessee, USA — (WLC, 1978): The upper part o f the Gassaway Member o f the
Chattanooga shale o f Late Devonian age averages 60 ppm U over a large area in
central Tennessee. In adjacent states, equivalents to the Chattanooga, such as the
Ohio, Olentangy, and Marcellus shales, also contain uranium but generally o f
lower grade.

Uranium in black slates o f the Late Palaeozoic to Triassic in Japan —
N Katayama (NK, 1978, 1980): Uranium contents o f slates from the “ Chichibu
Palaeozoic system” are generally in the range 2 —3 ppm, as is given in Table I.
O f them, the highest value o f 6.1 ppm is rather exceptional and corresponds to the
highest carbon content, 3.25%. Since Triassic conodont has been found from many
localities within the Chichibu terrain, the slates listed in Table I should be regarded
as Late Palaeozoic to Triassic in age.
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TABLE I. URANIUM AND CARBON CONTENTS IN SLATES, LATE
PALAEOZOIC TO TRIASSIC
Samples

Numbers

Range

Average
U (ppm )

Range

Average
C (%)

Outer zone, southwest Japan

19

1 .2 —6 .1

3.0

0.21-3.25

0.80

Inner zone, southwest Japan

18

1.9-3.6

2.5

0.33-1.56

0.80

5

1.5-2 .6

0.64-0.84

0.76

2.2

“ Toyoma slate”

1.5

“ Toyoma slate” belongs to the late Permian system o f south Kitakami in
Miyagi Pref. with a thickness o f over 1000 m. Its occurrence suggests that it was
deposited in an inland sea, in contrast to the other slates in Table I, which are
geosynclinal sediments. The uranium contents o f the Toyoma slate is rather low,
probably because o f its rapid rate of sedimentation.
Uraniferous black pelites have been found accompanying bedded manganese
deposits in the late Palaeozoic to Triassic in Japan. They occur as thin lenticular
beds, up to 10 cm thick, between underlying banded chert beds and an overlying
massive chert layer, which is again overlain by the manganese ore bed. The uranium
contents o f them range from 0.00n% to 0 .0 2 % U.
At some localities, the uraniferous pelite is thermally metamorphosed to
homfels, in which the uranium is enriched, locally up to 0.36% U as in the case o f
the Kaso mine, Tochigi Pref.
Some minor elements that are poor in common sediments are enriched in the
uraniferous pelite and homfels mentioned above. Those are Ni, Co, Mo, Cr, As
and V. The carbon contents o f non-metamorphosed uraniferous pelites are rather
high and reach up to 17% C as with a sample from the Kurisu mine, Aichi Pref.
Accompanying the uraniferous homfels, occasionally uraniferous veinlets
are found, their highest grade being 0.82% U. In this case, uraninite and
molybdenite are detectable. Evidently, the depositional environment o f the
uraniferous pelite accompanying bedded manganese deposits is quite different
from the common black slate o f similar age.

Uranium in "marine” and continental pelites o f Permian age in the Karoo
Basin o f South Africa — D.I. Cole (DIC, 1981): Pelites o f probable marine origin
are assigned to the Permian Ecca Group o f the Karoo basin o f South Africa.
Deposition occurred in a partly enclosed sea, and water depths never exceeded
100 m (Visser and Loock [10]). The organic carbon and uranium contents o f
these pelites, as determined in the laboratory, are given in Table II. The uranium
contents are low and there is no correlation with the organic carbon content.
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TABLE II. URANIUM AND ORGANIC CARBON CONTENTS IN PERMIAN
“ MARINE” PELITES OF THE KAROO BASIN, SOUTH AFRICA

Location

Nos

Name

Range

Mean

Range

U (ppm)
Central Karoo

Tierberg and

basin between

Prince Albert

28°00'S

Formations,

25°30'E and

Ecca Group

Mean

C<%)

62

0.2-18.0

7.8

0.3-13.6

2.8

44

0.2-16.0

7.3

1.2-16.6

4.9

29°30'S
24°30'E
Whitehill
Formation,
Ecca Group

TABLE III. URANIUM CONTENTS IN PERMIAN “ MARINE” AND CONTI
NENTAL PELITES OF THE KAROO BASIN, SOUTH AFRICA
Location

Name

Central Karoo basin

Depositional
environment

Numbers

Ecca

Marine

5

Group

(Visser and

Range

Mean

U (ppm )
2.1-34.0

11.8

Loock [10])
Readings
Southern Karoo basin

Beaufort

Fluvial

between 31°40,S,

Group

(Turner [11])

23°48'E and 32°

00's,

3

15

1884

85
5551

22 10 E

Five values o f the uranium content of similar pelites in the Karoo basin o f
South Africa were obtained by use o f a gamma-ray spectrometer. Three pelites o f
continental origin were also analysed in the Karoo basin and the results are given
in Table III.
The uranium contents o f the marine pelites are low, with the exception o f one
sample (grey mudstone), which has a content o f 34 ppm eU. This higher content
is probably related to fossilized land-plant material, which is present in the
mudstone. Such material indicates deposition in shallow water and proximity to
land [10]. The uranium content o f two o f the continental pelite samples are,
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TABLE IV. URANIUM CONTENT OF SOME MARINE PELITES

Name

Source

Age

Range (average)
U (ppm)

Ranstad, Sweden

(RJW , 1978)

Cambrian

250

Rodeo Zone, Argentina

(AEB, 1978)

Ordovician

(35-70)

North Zone, Argentina

(AEB, 1978)

Ordovician

(17-25)

Calingasta Valley,
Argentina

(AEB, 1978)

Silurian

(17-25)

Chattanooga, Tennessee

(WLC, R G Y , 1978)

Late DevonianMississippian
Mississippian-

Woodford Shale, Texas,
Oklahoma

(25-110) 50

(R G Y , 1978)

Devonian

(40-60)

( D I C , 1981)

Permian

(0.3-30)

(R G Y , 1978)

Permian
Pennsylvanian

57

Ecca G roup, South
Africa
Minnelusa Fm , Wyoming

Tyler Fm , N. & S. Dakota

(R G Y , 1978)

Pennsylvanian

(3- 14)

Little Osage Shale, Kansas

(R G Y , 1978)

Pennsylvanian

(? —145)a

Pleasanton Shale, Kansas

(R G Y , 1978)

Pennsylvanian

(? —170)

Cabaniss Fm , Kansas

(R G Y , 1978)

Pennsylvanian

(12-17)

Excello Shale, Kansas

(R G Y , 1978)

Pennsylvanian

( ? —2 1 5 )a

(R G Y , 1978)

Pennsylvanian

( ? _ 250)a

(R G Y , 1978)

Pennsylvanian

( ? —40)

Anna Shale Member,
Pawnee Ls, Kansas
Weir Pittsburg coal bed,
Cabaniss Fm , Kansas
Stark Shale Member,
Dennis Ls, Kansas

(R G Y , 1978)

Pennsylvanian

( ? —85)

Marmaton Shale, Kansas

(R G Y , 1978)

Pennsylvanian

( ? —85)

(R G Y , 1978)

Cretaceous

(50-70)

(R G Y , 1978)

Cretaceous

(85-250)

Smoky Hills Chalk Member,
Niobrara Fm , S. Dakota,
Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado
Sharon Springs Member,
Pierre Shale, Nebraska,
S. Dakota

a

Associated w ith P2 O s.
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in contrast, high. Deposition occurred on a fluvial flood plain [11, 12] and the
pelites are either grey or maroon. Carbonaceous material was not observed. It is
suggested that the high uranium contents of these pelites could be related either
to the thermal effects o f some adjacent dolerite sills, or to volcanic ash, which was
synchronously deposited with the sediment.
The uranium content of some marine pelites mentioned above as well as
others is given in Table IV.

COMMENTS
The data collected in this study seem to bear out our thesis that older marine
shales tend to be richer in uranium. Data for the average content o f uranium in
shales that contain less than 50 ppm U are hot as good as those for richer shales.
The incentive to sample the lower-grade shales is lacking, and the number of
samples are inadequate for obtaining good averages. The absence o f such data
prevents us from making a rigorous analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
TOPIC 3: LATITUDE LIMITATION ON SANDSTONE URANIUM DEPOSITS
Material sent to the correspondents

INTRODUCTION
The sandstones that contain uranium deposits in the United States o f
America were deposited in environments described as a savannah belt, under
monsoonal climatic conditions, and in a humid, tropical climate. This environ
ment is deduced from sedimentology studies and on fossil evidence, such as the
presence of crocodiles and large turtles. Some host sandstones are associated with
a sabkha environment. On today’s globe such climatic conditions exist mainly
between the tropical rain belt and the mid-latitude temperature zones, that is to
say between about 10 to 30° north latitude and 10 to 30°S. It is generally
believed that most sandstone ore is found in rocks that were at latitudes less than
50° at the time the rocks were deposited; this needs to be documented.
Thesis
Sandstone deposits form mainly at latitudes less than 50° from the palaeoequator at the time the host rocks were deposited.
Background
In the study o f copper deposits, it has been noted that most strata-bound
copper ores o f the globe are within 30° latitude from the palaeo-equator at the
time the host rocks were laid down. To some observers this fits the general
observation that most strata-bound copper deposits are located stratigraphically
between a major unconformity and a sequence o f continental red beds. The red
beds represent deposition under desert conditions, as in low-latitude desert regions.
To others it appears to confirm the possibility o f forming such copper deposits by
processes o f a sabkha environment, which also requires desert conditions.
It has been noted that most sandstone uranium ores are within 50° of today’s
equator. If this proves to be a valid concept, it could influence exploration
strategy in such high-latitude areas as the Arctic islands, Antarctica and Alaska
(about 20% o f which is occupied by Tertiary basins with continental sedimentary
rocks).
Related to both observations regarding copper and uranium is the geographic
fact that most o f the world’s deserts are located within the trade-wind belt
extending from 23 1 /2 °N to 23 1/2°S.
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Proposal
To test the thesis, it was necessary to relate distribution o f uranium deposits
to the position o f the earth’s poles at the time o f rock formation. In the
United States o f America important periods for ore are the Triassic, Jurassic, and
Tertiary. In other countries, other time periods would require inspection.
An additional subject for consideration was the possible importance of
desert environments for the formation o f sandstone ore. The palaeogeographic
evidence has commonly been interpreted to suggest that the ore-bearing sand
stones were laid down by streams on broad fans, under humid conditions, which
favoured abundant plant growth. The,types o f vertebrate fossils, such as dinosaurs
(and plant fossils) tend to support this conclusion. It was proposed that this
interpretation be reconsidered should a desert climate appear more favourable.
Information requested
The correspondents were asked to describe briefly the climatic condiH-'and sedimentary environment o f the ore-bearing sandston e
were familiar; and to name the sandstones and state their
requested to provide available fossil and sedimentological i
sedimentation conditions; and to cite any palaeomagnetic i
identifies the palaeolatitude o f the formation at the time th
deposited.

REPLIES
Palaeoclimatic conditions

J.L. Hagmaier (JLH, 1979): It is difficult to speculate on the effects of
latitude on uranium emplacement in Mesozoic, Cenozoic and older sandstones
when so little is known o f the world-wide climatic distributions in past periods.
Perhaps the interpretation o f palaeoclimate is much more important than latitude
in determining exploration favourability of potential uranium host rocks. How
ever, if we assume that world-wide climatic distributions in the past were similar
to those o f today, that is colder and dryer at the poles and warmer and wetter at
the equator, then it is reasonable to concentrate uranium exploration in sand
stones that were deposited in the lower latitudes. Some unfavourable effects o f
colder climates on uranium concentration are: (1) Weathering in cold climates
is mostly mechanical. Uranium generally goes into solution and is transported
to a concentration point as a result o f chemical weathering and alteration.
(2) Cold climates reduce the decay process o f organics and could reduce the
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amount o f reductant available as a result. (3) Generally, vegetation is not as
lush in cold climates, resulting in less available plant debris for burial and anaerobic
decay.
The palaeoclimatic conditions of the sedimentation environments o f some
major host sandstone formations are given below.

Proterozoic
Westmoreland District, Australia - D. Brunt (DB, 1978): The uranium
deposits occur in the Westmoreland Conglomerate o f Late Proterozoic age in an
environment that is high-energy fluviatile; there are no data on climate or fossils.

Carboniferous
Volcan Formation (Lower Carboniferous); Panacan, Guandacol, and Agua
Colorado Formations (Middle-Upper Carboniferous), Paganzo Basin, Argentina —
A.E. Belluco (AEB, 1978) (Fig.3): These units cover the basal geological units
o f the Paganzo Group (which includes deposits from the Carboniferous to the
Triassic). These sediments fill an ample depression, the Paganzo Basin,
100 000 km2 with interspersed positive features resulting in sub-basins between
the Andean Cordillera to the west and the Sierra Pampeanas crystalline complex
on the east. These sediments form a predominantly continental molasse.
The generic lithological sequence o f the Paganzo Group goes from sandstones
with beds o f gray conglomerates and beds o f pellitic carbonates until it culminates
in a red clay sequence o f fluvial continental origin.
The Volcan and Panacan Formations (Province o f San Juan), Guandacol
and Agua Colorado (La Rioja) etc., are found in a basal position o f this infilling
sequence and are composed predominantly o f sandstones and gray conglomerates
with intercalated layers o f carbonaceous pelites (clays) (lacustrine and reducing
environment).
The period o f deposition o f the carbonaceous formation (those that carry
uranium) is thought to have been humid, temperate to cold, which evolved
towards an arid and warm climate in an oxidizing environment in the Permian.
The composition o f the carbonaceous sandstones permits classification as
dense arkoses with crystalloblasts o f quartz, feldspars and other lithological
fragments which allow one to assign its origin to the granite areas and the acid
effusives. The organic carbon remains are present in the form o f dispersed leaves
and tree trunks at times somewhat silicified or carbonized.
The age o f these sandstones has been fixed in the Middle Upper Carboniferous
from stratigraphic and palaeo-biological diagnosis (Spirodendron, Cordaites, etc.).
Present are cross-bedding and planar beds, ripples, and in some sections
structures typical o f wide and shallow palaeochannels.
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Akouta-Arlit Group, Niger, Africa — M.J. Bourrel (MJB, 1978): The
deposits are situated in two sandstone formations: Akouta-Guezouman sand and
Arlit-Tarat sand. Their age is probably Lower Carboniferous (Visean? ). These
epicontinental marine formations alternate with deltaic facies and have yielded
a fauna o f molluscs and brachiopods. The arenaceous deltaic formations display
an abundance o f plant debris and are associated with channel sands and point-bar
deposits, characteristic o f meandering streams on a deltaic plain. The climate
was alternately humid, permitting the development o f abundant vegetation.
Drummond Basin, Australia — (DB, 1978): The uranium-bearing formation is
the Ducabrook Formation containing sediments of medium to high-energy fluviatile
depositional environment; age Carboniferous; no macro-fossils; typical fluviatile
sedimentary sequence of feldspathic and lithic sandstones and shales but contains
rare fresh-water phosphates.

Permian
Los Reyunos mine, Sierra Pintada, Mendoza Province, Argentina — (AEB, 1978)
(Fig. 3): The ore-bearing sandstones are part ot the Cochi-co Group of Permian age
deposited in a “ neo-palaeozoic basin” . This unit outcrops sporadically over
3000 km2 in the San Rafael block. The environment o f deposition is identified as
the infilling o f the Permian intermontane bolsons to correspond with the palaeorelief over the basement of Devonian metamorphics and continental and marine
sediments o f Carboniferous age. Within the lithofacies o f this infilling period, one
finds graded sandstones (Middle Member) of the Los Reyunos Mine Fm.
(approximately 100 m thick) and carrying uranium. The depositional climate o f the
sandstones is considered to be desert and their origin aeolian.
The sandstones are classified as arkosic or felspathic, medium to coarse grained,
o f little matrix, colour yellowish gray. In their principal composition there are
crystalloblasts of quartz, acid plagioclase and potassic feldspars and, in a lesser
proportion, devitrified acid volcanic glasses, etc. Sericitization exists and calcitization
of the plagioclases. The average granulometric analysis: 50 to 70% clasts o f 2—3
down to 0.3 mm, 20 to 30% matrix and 5 to 10% calcareous and siliceous cement.
The size o f the clastic fraction would be integrated over two populations: a gross,
with large clasts well-rounded though o f little sphericity and fine fraction with
angular clasts. The quartz clasts have polished surfaces.
Megascopic observation o f the sandstones reveals a clastic condition, marked
stratification with a planar structure o f the beds, but very frequently cross-bedded.
No fossils have been encountered in the Cochi-co Group. Its age is Permian,
established as a function o f its stratigraphic position and some absolute age-dating
on the extrusive rocks which are an integral part o f the sequence (Toubes and
Spikermann [13]).
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Results o f palynological studies o f the Permian sequence in Slovenia —
E. Lukacs (EL, 1978): Palynomorphs pertaining to the Carboniferous plant
association requiring tropic humid environment have been determined from the
Trogkofel beds. Only a few pollen o f xerophilous plants adapted to dry conditions
have been picked out.
A marked change in environmental conditions took place over the transitional
period from Lower to Middle Permian times. The upper third o f the Val Gardena
beds is characterized by the palynomorphs pertaining to xerophite association.
The pollen o f different Araucaria and Ephedra thermophilic species groups prevails.
The question is o f sedimentary strata deposited in a continental environment
composed o f sandstone, siltstone, and shale intercalated with conglomerate. The
rock sequence resembles the red beds.
The uranium-bearing lower Val Gardena beds o f the Zirovski Vrh ore deposit
are poor in palynomorphs. Hydrophite pollen, associated with some xerophite
elements, prevails in them. Wet climate conditions were favourable for the develop
ment o f hydrophite zones giving organic enough material for the uranium
precipitation from water solutions. It is supposed that the area of Slovenia
occupied a transitional zone between a tropical savanna and an arid climatic zone
throughout the Middle Permian time.

Karoo Basin, South Africa — D.I. Cole (DIC, 1981): The uranium-bearing
sandstones of the Permian Lower Beaufort Group are located in the main Karoo
basin o f South Africa between 33°S, 21 °E and 29°30'S, 26°E. These sandstones
represent fluvial meandering channels and the uranium is associated with
carbonaceous plant debris (Turner [11]). The sandstones are usually interbedded
with maroon mudstones, which represent flood-plain deposition under warm,
semi-arid, oxidizing conditions. These mudstones contain carbonate concretions
and reptilian remains, which are also indicative o f a warm continental environ
ment. The fluvial channel sandstones were most likely deposited during ephemeral
floods. The palaeolatitude of these sandstones and mudstones at the time of
deposition is considered to be between 25°S and 35°S as derived from
palaeomagnetic evidence (McElhinny et al. [14]). Such a palaeolatitude is in
agreement with the warm, semi-arid, oxidizing environment postulated for these
sediments.

Triassic
Colorado Plateau, USA — R.G. Young (RGY, 1978): The host sandstones
and shales o f the Chinle Formation o f Late Triassic age formed on a broad flood
plain lying to the north o f the rising highland in southern Arizona and southern
New Mexico. Sandstones deposited in braided and meandering stream systems can
be traced for many miles in some areas. The Shinarump Conglomerate Member
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rocks are generally single channel-fill types with cut and fill bedding and commonly
with steep forset laminae. In places the sandstone is interspersed with mudstone
lenses and may grade laterally into carbonaceous shales. Fossil plants consist o f
ferns, Araucaria, and algae, and fossilized animals consist o f dinosaurs, phytosaurs,
and pelecypods. The red colour is indicative of a warm humid climate.

J.L. Hagmaier (JLH, 1979): The Moss Back Member o f the Chinle Formation
was deposited in a coarse-grained meander belt on a flat alluvial plain and the
climate at time o f deposition was humid tropical to sub-tropical.

Karoo Basin, South Africa - (DIC, 1981): The uranium-bearing sandstones of
the Upper Triassic Molteno Fromation are also located in the main Karoo basin,
but are restricted to an area between 29°15'S, 27°15'E and 28°15'E, 28°30'E.
The sequence is dominated by coarse-grained and pebbly sandstones with minor
amounts o f fine-grained sandstone, shale and lenticular coals [12]. Uranium
mineralization is present in the coarser-grained sandstones and coincides with
carbonaceous plant debris. The palaeo-environment is considered to be alluvial
with deposition occurring in braided low sinuosity streams [ 12]. There is a lack
o f fossils, other than plants, but the presence of coals together with the absence o f
red beds suggests that the palaeoclimate was warm and humid.
Uranium-bearing sandstones have recently been discovered in the Elliot
Formation, within the main Karoo basin, immediately to the north o f Lesotho.
The sandstones occur in a mudstone-dominated succession and the depositional
environment was alluvial (Truswell [15]). The mudstones are red in colour and
most likely represent flood-plain deposition under warm, semi-arid, oxidizing
conditions. The sandstones are channel-like and probably represent ephemeral
flooding on to the flood plain. Fossil reptilian remains (mostly dinosaurs) are
present and these provide further evidence o f a warm palaeoclimate.
The warm palaeoclimate, which is suggested for both the Molteno and
Elliot Formations, is enhanced by a palaeolatitude o f between approximately
35°S and 38°S for the Upper Triassic [14].

Jurassic
Salt Wash Sandstone Member, Morrison Formation ( Upper Jurassic),
Colorado Plateau, USA - (RGY, 1978): The sedimentary environment represents
a humid region fan formed on a broad gently sloping surface extending for
hundreds o f miles north and northeast from a rising mountain front in southern
Arizona and southern New Mexico. The fan can be divided into proximal, medial
and distal portions, but all sediments were deposited by large braided streams
which gave way at the fan margin to meandering streams. Resulting deposits are
multi-storeyed sandstones separated by shale partings near the fan margins.
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Much climatic evidence comes from plants, animals and sediment colour.
Plants include Araucarioxylon, gymnosperm similar to living form in Argentina,
as well as cycads, grasses, green algae, and bulbs. Animals include sauropod
dinosaurs, therepod dinosaurs, pterodactyls, insectivors, snails, ostracods, and
pelecypods. The red colour indicates savannah conditions.

Westwater Canyon Sandstone Member, Morrison Formation, Upper Jurassic,
San Juan Basin, New Mexico, USA — W.L. Chenoweth (WLC, 1978):
The Westwater Canyon is a very coarse to medium-grained feldspathic sandstone
which contains interbedded mudstone and siltstone. It was laid down as channel,
overbank, and flood-plain deposits by a medium- to high-energy fluvial system,
which included both braided and meandering streams of a coalescing alluvial fan
complex. The general direction of stream flow was to the east-northeast, as
indicated by the gradual change from predominatly mid-fan to predominantly
distal facies in this direction. The palaeoclimate was probably warm and humid,
as indicated by large accumulations o f detrital organic matter in the form o f tree
trunks and other plant remains incorporated with Westwater Canyon sediments.
Fossils found in the Westwater Canyon include dinosaur remains, land plants,
fresh-water clams, and snails.

Hagmaier (JLH, 1979) reports the Westwater Canyon sedimentary environment
to be a wet-climate, subtropical to savanna, alluvial fan.
Imouraren deposit, Niger, Africa - (MJB, 1978): The deposit is situated in the
arenaceous Tchirezrine-2 formation, at the top o f the “ Agades sand.” This
formation is o f Late Jurassic age. The fluviatile sedimentary environment alternated
with lacustrine episodes. The Tchirezrine-2 fluvial sands, as well as the lacustrine
deposits situated laterally and above, are characterized by an abundance o f silicified
wood debris. The sedimentary bodies consist o f an assemblage o f small channels,
difficult to correlate one with the other, which are typical o f a fluvial sedimentary
environment. The climate was alternately humid and o f a red-bed character.

Jurassic-Cretaceous
Lotena and Tordillo Formations, Jurassic age; Rayoso Formation and Diamante
Group, Cretaceous age, Mendoza and Neuquen Provinces, Argentina — (AEB, 1978)
(Fig. 3): These geological units, hosts for uranium deposits in sandstones, form part
o f the powerful lithological sequence which integrated the infilling of the ample
(Mesozoic) basin located between 34 and 40°S and 67 and 71°W.
The variable lithologies are noteworthy and depend upon the relationship to
the respective positions on the edges o f the basin. In effect, while the western
border is comprised o f an unstable orogenic area corresponding to the strip where
the present Cordillera o f the Andes begins, the eastern edge is stable.
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Both these conditions have distinct lithologies: voluminous clastics (sand
stones, conglomerates, etc.) over to the western edge and pelitic fine sediments in
the centre and to the east o f the basin. During all the Jurassic and up to the Lower
Middle Cretaceous a condition predominantly transgressive is manifested
(predominantly limestones and shale facies) with some cyclic regressive episodes
(Lotena-Tordillo Fm). After that phase a definitely regressive stage was set in'
motion during the Middle to Upper Cretaceous with a clear domination o f the red
continental molasse (Rayoso Fm; Neuquen Group and Diamante Group).
The deposits o f the regressive cyclic facies o f the Jurassic are principally
represented by sandstones, conglomerates and shales with variable tones from
yellow to red, with clasts o f especially volcanic origin and acid intrusives with less
representation than the volcanic and mesosiliceous rocks. Deposition was variable,
from strong to medium and low energy with respect to the proximity or distance
from the source o f supply.
The deposition environment o f the clastic deposits corresponds to that of
an alluvial plain, up to ample deltas during the regressive Jurassic cycles. In the
Middle and Upper Cretaceous, after epeirogenesis produced the regression from
the sea in Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous time, the important red molasse o f the
Cretaceous developed on ample alluvial fans and plains o f similar conditions in a
semi-desert climate which was strongly oxidating. The energy o f the sedimentation
was strong to moderate. Isolated sub-basins, together with the presence o f a local
anaerobic environment, resulted in fine deposition. The clasts o f these formations
demonstrate the importance o f the contribution o f the plutons and the acid
volcanic rocks.
Mineralization is found in arkosic sandstones and conglomerates and with
bituminous material in the Diamante Group (Mendoza) and organic carbonaceous
material in the Lotena, Tordillo and Rayoso (Neuquen). These elements create the
reducing conditions for the epigenetic precipitation o f the uranyl ion with black
minerals (pitchblende), in addition to the uranium yellows (vanadates, etc.) in the
zone o f oxidation. An epigenetic copper mineralization often accompanies
the uranium.
The rock composition — quartz feldspars (orthoclase-microcline) with the
presence o f zircon, rutile, etc. predominantly o f intrusive igneous origin, and
clasts o f quartzite and other rock types and from acid volcanic origin. These
clasts have angular edges, and very little alteration o f the feldspars. The matrix is
formed o f the same components.
The clastic sediments show low-energy transport, carried in a normal regime
and there are variable granulometries as a result o f the evolution o f its principal
medium o f transport and dispersion, the aquifer from the proximal and distal areas.
The sediments typically analysed - 45 to 55% clastics; 30 to 40% matrix
and 10 to 15% siliceous and in some cases bituminous cement. The cements are
o f epigenetic origin, siliceous limestones, etc. The age o f the deposits has been
assigned to the Jurassic for the Lotena and Tordillo Formations, Middle Cretaceous
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for the Diamante Group (± 1000 m thick) and Upper Cretaceous for the Rayoso
Formation (± 900 m).
Characteristic fossils have not been encountered in the geological units
described. There are only vestiges o f organic carbon, remains o f eggs and fresh
water bivalves, but in a very bad condition. It is not possible to identify them.
The Lotena and Tordillo Formations (Jurassic) show the following differences:
The Lotena in its proximal facies with clastic sediments composed o f sandstones
and conglomerates (only place where uranium was found) is red and yellow with
cross-bedding, cut and fill, ripples, etc. In the distal facies are “ calizes” and pelitic
shales o f black and gray. The Tordillo Formation has red clastic sediments with
cut and fill, cross-bedding, parallel stratification, dessication cracks and a graygreen member indicating important contribution o f chlorite.
The Diamante Group (Cretaceous) on the eastern edge o f its depositional area
is integrated by a sequence o f fluvial sandstones and conglomerates with inter
calations o f pelites at the base (± 500 to 600 m thick) and predominantly pelitic
in the upper member (± 400 m). The sandstones and conglomerates show a cut
and fill structure and palaeochannels. In each case o f the energy regime o f the
aqueous medium the pelites represent periods o f low energy with lake filling but
always in an oxidizing environment.
In the Rayoso Formation the conditions are similar with notable cross
bedding with curved beds in the sandstones containing uranium, parallel
stratification, small ripples and curt and fill structures.
In every zone the complex o f these sequences shows astonishing effects of
a suavely folded tectonic regime, which formed large structures and a faulting
which locally modified the dips of the sedimentary beds (from 5° locally to a
maximum o f 30—40°).

Cretaceous
Chubut Group, Lower and Middle Cretaceous Patagonian Mesozoic Basin,
Argentina — (AEB, 1978): corresponding to continental infilling o f an ample basin
which is enlarged to the north and south between 43 and 48° S and 66 to 70°W.
The substrata indicate a moderately elaborated palaeorelief with positive
sections (Fig.3).
The sediments are o f continental origin deposited on large alluvial plains by
rivers o f high energy which transported and deposited plentiful clastic sediments
in the proximal areas o f the sources o f supply; a gradual evolution to mature
streams with fine sediments in the distal areas. Tuffs, acid in character,
accompany the sequence integrating thicknesses which, in the centre of the basin,
reach 1000 m.
The palaeoclimate-of the depositional area is thought to have been semiarid in type, while an annual season o f relative humidity was developed. The
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environmental conditions were clearly oxidizing and there were local sectors,
“ endorreicas” and swamps on the flood plains with reducing conditions.
The beds carrying the mineral vary from typical conglomerates o f ample
clasts to medium-grained sandstones. The composition o f the clasts and grains shows
a predominance o f intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks with crystalloblasts of
quartz and, in lesser proportion, feldspars which are normally very altered. The
matrix has the same components and the scant cement is composed o f oxides o f
iron, carbonates and silica. The uranium mineralization is found in the beds o f
basal conglomerate o f the group (Los Adobes or Matasiete Formation) and in the
upper sandstone layer (Puesto Manuel Arce Formation).
The age o f the Chubut Group covers the interval from the Valanginian to the
Turonian-Senonian (Lower and Upper Cretaceous). The inter-Senonian movements
mark the limit o f the top o f the group.
There exist organic carbon traces corresponding to a mega-fossil flora, and
also vertebrate vestiges which are in such a bad state o f preservation that they are
impossible to identify. Some lower levels contain a Charophyte flora o f Albian age.
The principal recognizable sedimentary structures are large cross beds,
important palaeochannelling and cut and fill structures in which coarse sediments
to fine detritus have been deposited, and typical flood plains with mudstones with
abundant organic material (plant debris). These last give us information on the
reducing conditions existing at the time of deposition.

Tertiary
Fort Union Formation (Palaeocene), Wyoming, USA — (JLH, 1979): The
uranium-bearing Fort Union Formation consists o f coarse-grained sandstone that
was deposited by meandering streams over a broad lowland. The climate at the
time o f deposition was subtropical.

Wasatch Formation (Palaeocene and Eocene), Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming,
USA — (RGY, 1978): Sandstones and shales formed nearly at sea level in and around
rising Rocky Mountains. Some sandstones are alluvial fan deposits; others are
deposits o f braided or meandering streams. Plants include willow, walnut, laurel,
tulip tree, maple, oak, and fig. Animals include insects, insect larvae, birds,
alligators, turtles, gar pike, perch, bass and numerous mammals. Recent studies
suggest that red colour and turtles indicate a humid subtropical environment.

Lake Frome Area, South Australia — (DB, 1978): Eyre Formation o f Palaeo
cene and Eocene age; medium- to high-energy fluviatile environment; climate —
subtropical to tropical; fossil evidence includes terrestrial spores, pollen and
planktonic non-marine dinoflagellate cysts; interpretation o f down-hole logs,
cores and geological setting indicates a typical fining upwards fluviatile sequence.
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Namba Formation (Eocene) — (DB, 1978): Low-energy lacustrine deposition;
little fossil or sedimentological evidence apart from petrographic descriptions
which indicate fine-grained, quartzose, well sorted sands.

Latitude limitation
The available information on the palaeolatitude o f the host formations
discussed above is given below.

Proterozoic
Westmoreland uranium deposits, Australia (present position — 1 7°30'S,
138°06'E) — (DB, 1978): There are no palaeomagnetic data on the Westmoreland
Conglomerate, which hosts the uranium deposits.

Carboniferous
Volcan Formation (Lower Carboniferous); Panacan, Guandacol, and Agua
Colorado Formations (Middle-Uper Carboniferous, Paganzo Basin, Argentina
(present position - 30°S, 67° W) - (AEB, 1979): The determination o f the
south palaeopole in the Lower Carboniferous is at 28°S and 34°W and in the
Upper Carboniferous at 65°S and 13°W (Valencio [16]). We must consider the
Gondwana Continent already dismembered. In view of these considerations, the
Carboniferous formations carrying uranium might have varied their geographic
positions: Volcan Fm., etc. (Lower Carboniferous) deposited at 70°S latitude;
Panacan Fm., etc. (Upper Carboniferous) deposited approximately in the
50 to 55°S latitude range.

Akouta-Arlit Group, Niger (present position - 19°N, 7°30'E) - (MJB, 1978):
Palaeomagnetic data are from K.M. Geer [17]; in reconstructions based on these
data it is considered that the sandstone deposits corresponding to the Akouta and
Arlit deposits, probably Lower Carboniferous, were formed at latitudes in the
neighbourhood o f 40 to 50°S. Note: This is based on the following magnetic pole
(South Pole): Lower Carboniferous: Longitude 27°E, latitude 27°S.

Drummond Basin, Australia (present position — 2 2 °S, 147°E) — (DB, 1978):
Palaeomagnetic data for the Ducabrook Formation o f Carboniferous age were
3 0 —2 0 °S during its deposition.
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Permian
Los Reyunos mine, Sierra Pintada, Mendoza Province, Argentina (present
position - 34°30'S, 68°30'W) — (AEB, 1978): The position o f the south palaeopole during the Permian has been established at 65°S latitude and 13°W longitude
according to studies made o f the South American-Africa block which were not
separated at the time [16]. Accordingly, the area where the Los Reyunos
Formation was deposited would be located approximately in the forties degrees south.

Jurassic
Imouraren deposit, Niger, Africa (present position — 19°N, 7°30'S) —
(MJB, 1978): Palaeomagnetic data are from Geer [ 17]; in reconstructions based on
these data it is considered that the sandstone deposits corresponding to the
Imouraren deposit, o f Jurassic age, were formed at a latitude o f about 10°N. Note:
This is based on the following magnetic pole (South Pole): Jurassic: Longitude
76°E, latitude 68°S.

Jurassic-Cre taceous
Lotena and Tordillo Formations, Jurassic age; Rayoso Formation and
Diamante Group, Cretaceous age, Mendoza andNeuquen Provinces, Argentina
(present position - 45°S, 6 8 °W) - (AEB, 1978): According to the determinations
o f the South American palaeopole from palaeomagnetic studies, the location
is 84°S latitude and 230°E longitude from its present position (Valencio, et al. [18]).
On the basis o f this information the described sediments were deposited
approximately between 42 and 47°S latitude.

Cretaceous
Chubut Group, Lower-Middle Cretaceous, Patagonian Mesozoic Basin,
Argentina ( present position - 43—48°S, 66-67°W ) - (AEB, 1978): According
to the palaeomagnetic data the South Palaeopole was located at 84°S and 230°E
in the Cretaceous (Valencio, et al. [18]). Based on this information the Chubut
Group would have been located between 50 and 53°S latitude.

Tertiary
Lake Frome area, South Australia (present position — 30°30'S, 140°E —
(DB, 1978): Although there are no specific palaeomagnetic data on the Eyre
Formation o f Palaeocene and Eocene age and the Namba Formation o f Eocene
age, DB suggests that the latitude was 30 to 20°S.
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TABLE V. SUMMARY OF PRESENT AND PALAEOLATITUDES OF
SOME URANIUM HOST SANDSTONE FORMATIONS

Geological age — formation

Present latitude

Palaeolatitude

Carboniferous
Panacan, Guandacol, Agua
Colorado (Upper)

30°S

50—55°S

Volcan (Lower)

30°S

70°S

Akouta-Arlit (Lower)

19°N
22° S

40—50°S

Ducabrook

20—30°S

Permian

Los Reyunos

46°N
34°30'S

Beaufort Group

37°S

Val Gardena

2°N a
40°S
60° S

Triassic
Chinle

35—38°N

10—15°N a

Molteno

37°S

55°S 8

Jurassic
Tchirezrine

19°N

10°N

Morrison

35—38°N

32—38°N a

45°S

42—47°S

43—48°S

50—53°S

Jurassic-Cretaceous
Lotena, Tordillo, Rayoso, Diamante
Cretaceous
Chubut
Tertiary

a
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Fort Union (Palaeocene)

45°N

52°N a

Eyre (Palaeocene, Eocene)

30°30'S

20—30°S (52°S a)

Namba (Eocene)

30°30'S

20—30°S (52°S a)

Interpreted from maps by H abicht [19].

COMMENTS
Palaeolatitude is the most important control on palaeoclimate, and variations
from normal palaeolatitude climates are attributable mainly to the presence or
absence o f polar ice caps and to the distribution, configuration, and topography of
land masses and oceans relative to tectonic plate movements (Habicht [ 19])The common method o f determining palaeolatitude is the determination o f
paleaopole positions by measuring palaeomagnetic properties o f certain rock
minerals. An excellent world-wide summary o f palaeolatitudes and accompanying
interpretations o f palaeoclimates is given with maps for Palaeozoic and younger
geological periods by Habicht [19]). O f special interest are the distributions o f
red-bed sediment-forming climate and fossil-wood Araucarias. Habicht’ s maps were
used to fill in gaps in data provided by Project II members. These new data
were added after the manuscript was essentially finished and are shown only in
Table V.
The palaeoclimatic conditions o f the sedimentary environments for host
sandstone formations o f Carboniferous and younger age around the world were
humid, subtropical to tropical. These conditions promoted the growth o f abundant
forests that provided the plant matter for later reducing conditions for uranium
precipitation. These conditions also existed in many sandstone formations in
which uranium deposits are unknown, so this feature is not the sole factor for
favourability o f a specific formation for uranium deposits.
The reported palaeolatitudes for uranium districts range from 2 to 52° north
of the equator and from 20 to 70° south (it could be 50°S - Habicht’s map
shows Volcan at about 40°S) o f the equator (Table II). These latitudes correlated
well with red-bed sediment palaeolatitudes given by Habicht; the maximum extent
o f red-bed development was in the southern hemisphere in Permian time.
These data support the thesis that most sandstone host rocks for uranium deposits,
particularly the larger more productive ones, were formed at latitudes 50° and less
from the palaeo-equator. The exceptions are in the southern hemisphere where
Carboniferous and Permian red-bed sediments were formed farther from the
equator than was evident in the north.
It is recommended that a specific research project be initiated to study
systematically the palaeolatitude situations for known uranium host sandstone
formations and also to relate the distribution o f deposits to plate tectonics.
Habicht’s paper would be a good starting place. Furthermore, the age o f host
rock formation and time o f mineralization needs to be considered. A recent
report worthy o f note is one on Permo-Triassic uranium deposits o f southern
Africa and South America within the Gondwana framework by Toens and le
Le Roux [20].

Unfortunately, the maps in this excellent paper do not show

latitude.
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CHAPTER 5
TOPIC 4 : EFFECT OF ROCK FORMATION DIP ON SANDSTONE ORES
Material sent to the correspondents

INTRODUCTION
It is generally believed that sandstones o f lower dip are more favourable for
uranium than those o f higher dip, but this relationship has not yet been assessed
to any degree (Fischer [21]).
Thesis
Significant tonnages o f sandstone uranium ore are found only within rocks
that dip less than 15° from the horizontal.
Background
Most o f the ore reserves in sandstone deposits are in sedimentary rocks with
dips o f 10° or less from the horizontal. At least two geological features may be
responsible for this relationship. First, the precipitation o f uranium minerals in
sandstones results from chemical activities related to movement o f near-surface
groundwaters. The ore-forming process works slowly and requires considerable
time. Therefore, the chances for ore formation are improved where groundwaters
move slowly, as in areas o f low dip.
Second, ore bodies in sedimentary rocks are subjected to destruction through
oxidation o f uranium minerals to form soluble complexes that are dispersed by
moving groundwaters. The movement o f such groundwaters is more rapid in
areas o f high dip than in areas o f low dip. The destruction o f sandstone ore is
accelerated, therefore, where the rocks have a high dip. The question has a
practical importance for areas where beds that are otherwise favourable for uranium
ore are positioned at dips greater than 15°, such as: (1) fault blocks containing
tilted beds o f the uranium-bearing Karoo Group in southern Africa; and (2) parts
o f the Tertiary basins in Alaska.
Proposal
Two approaches should be tried. First, it would be useful (and not a large
task if done on a co-operative basis) to classify the world’s sandstone uranium
reserves with respect to the amounts o f tonnages in rocks dipping at various angles;
for example, rocks dipping 0 to 5 °, 5 to 10°, 10 to 15°, 15 to 2 0 °, etc. A frequency
distribution diagram would then classify global uranium reserves in sandstones by
dip category. Second, uranium occurrences in rocks o f higher dip, say, in rocks
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dipping more than 15°, need special descriptions, including (1) mineralogy,
(2) distribution o f uranium with respect to sedimentary features (such as bedding
planes), (3) distribution with respect to structural features (such as joints and faults),
and (4) geometric configuration. It may then be possible to identify deposits
that represent present remobilization of uranium because of active groundwater
movement.

Information requested
For all desposits with which the correspondents were familiar, it was
requested that the uranium content (i.e. tons o f uranium — changed to tonnes
by compilers) be assigned to the following ranges o f dip:
Per cent o f total tonnage
(a)
(b)

Oto 5°
5 to 10°

(c)

10 to 15°

(d)

More than 15°

Total

100

The correspondents were asked to name the deposits, areas or districts included
in the above tabulation, and to describe any features in which the deposits in rocks
o f high dip (more than 15°) differed from the deposits in rocks o f lower dip, such
as (a) mineralogy, (b) geometry, and (c) ore controls.

REPLIES
Description o f ores in steeply (> 1 5 ° ) dipping rocks

Huemul mine, Malague District, Mendoza Province, Argentina — A.E. Belluco
(AEB, 1978): The uranium is controlled by palaeochannels filled with sandstones
and conglomerates which have a bituminous cement (there are five types of bitumen)
o f epigenetic origin to one of which the pitchblende is associated with the form of
small reniform aggregates, spheres, etc. The bodies are elongated in the direction
o f the channel, the shapes peneconcordant with the stratification. The sectors
are strongly dipping 2 5 —3 0 °, corresponding with the movement o f the block by
tectonic faulting (post-mineral) o f the Tertiary Andean diastrophism.

Tigre I—III mines. Sierra Pintada District, Mendoza Province, Argentina (AEB, 1978) (Fig.3): The uranium-bearing rocks are fine to medium arkosic
sandstones whose origin has been defined as aeolian and the environment o f
deposition as desert. The actual geometry o f the bodies is defined by a post-mineral
faulting tectonic which sectioned and heaved some blocks to their present position
(thrust faulting) with variable dips between 15 to 30°.
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Jachal, Guandacol, and Medano Rico Districts, San Juan Province, Argentina —
(AEB, 1978) (Fig. 3): In general these districts have an irregular morphology with
peneconcordant lenses with the host sandstones. The general dip is 30 to 35°
consistent with the location next to the eastern edge o f the Precordillera where
the diastrophism (Hercynian and Andean) provoked a complex system o f folding
and fracturing with the elevation o f blocks and the sinking o f bolsons. The
Tertiary movements and tectonics of faulting are responsible for the present
position (structurally) o f the ore-bearing geological units. (Tectonics — post-mineral.)

Tonco District, Salta Province, Argentina — P.N. Stipanicic (PNS, 1982):
Several uranium deposits (Don Otto, Pedro Nicolas, Los Berthos, M.M. de Guemes,
etc.) are contained in Upper Cretaceous sandstones dipping between 60 and 80°.
Franceville Basin, Gabon — M.J. Bourrel (MJB, 1978): In Gabon the steep
dips displayed in the deposits (80° at Mounarta and Boyindzi; 30° at Oklo) appear
more gentle, owing to diastrophism subsequent to the emplacement o f the uranium.
This has been preserved because o f silicification of beds which has sealed the deposits.

Southern Karoo area,South Africa — W. Herzberg(WH, 1978): In the Beaufort
West area the Karoo sediments dip gently to the north at an angle o f about 3°.
In the south, however, towards the Cape Fold Belt the succession is extremely
folded and dips o f up to 90° occur. The uranium deposits follow this trend. No
differences concerning mineralogy, geometry and ore controls have been observed
and high and low dip deposits are identical in this regard. Roll fronts are nowhere
developed.
Australian deposits — D. Brunt (DB, 1978): Westmoreland and Ngalia Basin
uranium deposits contain predominantly uraninite and oxidized uranium minerals.
Coffinite and uraninite occur in the Lake Frome deposits where host lithologies
are predominantly fine- to coarse-grained quartzose sands and conglomerates, with
inter-bedded clays and silts. Westmoreland deposits contain chlorite and haematite.
Lake Frome, Australia — (DB, 1978): Lake Frome deposits are of the redox
interface type and are associated with carbonaceous matter and humic staining as
well as limonitic oxidation. Chalcopyrite, bomite and pyrite are accessory minerals
associated with Westmoreland and Lake Frome deposits.
The geometry o f the bodies is similar for the Ngalia Basin and Lake Frome
areas — generally long narrow sinuous and elongated bodies associated with oxidation/
reduction interfaces. At Westmoreland the deposits are flat-lying tabular bodies
and to a lesser extent thin, narrow vertical bodies adjacent to basic dykes. Pre
dominantly pinch out o f sand wedges is apparent within the palaeochannel systems
in the Lake Frome area — also association with organic matter. These deposits
are generally o f the geochemical cell type. Structural controls are o f more
significance in the older deposits — Ngalia Basin and Westmoreland.
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D.

Brunt noted that age appears to be significant with respect to haematization

and chloritization. There is a strong association with haematite and chlorite in
the Ngalia Basin and Westmoreland deposits; younger deposits in the Lake Frome
area are associated with limonitic oxidation - no chlorite and very little haematite.

DISCUSSION BY CORRESPONDENTS

J.L. Hagmaier (1979): This topic deals with the observation that most sandstone
uranium deposits occur in structural settings o f low dip. This discussion presents
some views that relate to the structural settings o f sandstone uranium deposits.
All sandstone uranium deposits with which I am familiar either occur in
structural settings that are less than 5° or are interpreted to have been deposited
in structural settings o f less than 5° dip and subsequently deformed by post
mineralization structural events. In my opinion, the timing o f mineralization
is more responsible for the localization o f ore deposits in low dipping
strata than the steepness o f dip, as most epigenetic sandstone deposits appear to
have been emplaced shortly after host sand deposition and prior to regional
structural events. This is especially true for those deposits directly dependent upon
the anaerobic decay o f organics as a reductant source because a limited amount
o f time is available after burial and the maturation process o f organics will generate
reductant before they becoming inert coal-like material.
Groundwater does not necessarily move faster in more steeply dipping strata
as suggested in the discussion. Groundwater movement is a function of trans
missivity and head differences (potential) along the flow path. Steepness of
dip bears little relation to these aspects. Secondly, the statement is correct that
"The ore-forming process works slowly and requires considerable time”; however,
the chances for ore formation are not improved where groundwater movement is
slow. The sandstone uranium deposits in the Fort Union and Wasatch Formation
of the Powder River Basin and the Morrison Formation of the Colorado Plateau
and San Juan Basin occur in sandstones that have the greatest permeability and
groundwater movement in their respective basins. A large volume of groundwater
movement is necessary to build up sandstone uranium deposits o f economic
significance.

E.N Harshman (1979) concurred with the general opinion that sandstones of
low dip are more favourable for uranium deposits than those o f high dip, but stressed
the importance o f differentiating between dips at the time o f deposition o f the
deposits and dips measured in present exposures. The two dips may or may not be
similar, and failure to recognize this fact may lead to incorrect genetic concepts
and exploration guides. He gave several examples:
(1)

In the Gas Hills, Wyoming, the Wind River sandstone host rocks dip a

few degrees southwards towards the granitic rocks from which the arkosic debris
was derived. Genetic concepts based on the assumption o f southerly dips at the
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time o f uranium deposition are complex and difficult to reconcile with the known
geological data. The deposition o f uranium in sandstones dipping northwards,
towards the centre o f the Wind River Basin, and from solutions flowing down-dip
from a drainage divide to the south, is a more simple explanation that fits all the
known data. Reversal o f dip subsequent to ore deposition was undoubtedly caused
by movement along a prominent fault exposed along the Beaver Divide south o f the
Gas Hills District.
(2) On the Colorado Plateau there are uranium deposits on the northeast side
o f Gypsum Valley in Morrison sandstones that dip as steeply as 35 ± degrees. Similar
deposits are found throughout the Plateau in Morrison sandstone o f very flat dip, and
it is only reasonable to propose that all these deposits were formed at the same
time by similar genetic processes. Differences in dip resulted from subsequent
deformation in the Gypsum Valley region.
(3) Significant uranium deposits are being discovered in Triassic sandstones
(Buntsandstein) in a zone running northwest across Spain from Valencia to
Santander. Ore has been found in beds with dips o f a few degrees as well as in beds
with dips o f as much as 30°. There is every reason to assume that all the deposits
were formed by similar genetic processes and in beds with relatively flat dips. Steep
dips result from deformation subsequent to ore deposition.
Many other examples could be given to illustrate that present dips may
have little genetic significance, and in fact may be misleading in attempts to
determine the genesis o f uranium deposits in sandstone.
In the background introduction given above, it is suggested that groundwater
moves down-dip more rapidly in areas o f high dipping sandstones than in areas
where dip of beds is low. This is not necessarily true. For example, both in the
Gas Hills and Shirley Basin, Wyoming, groundwater moving across the dip o f the
host sandstones has caused some destruction of the deposits. In the Shirley Basin
the groundwater moves southwards across the northwards dip o f the host rocks;
in the Gas Hills groundwater moves northwards across a southwards dip. At the
time o f ore deposition evidence points to deposition from groundwater moving
down-dip in both areas.
The speed and direction o f groundwater movement may depend more on
other factors (topography, location o f discharge areas, presence or absence o f
artesian aquifers, etc.) than on the dip o f the beds.

Groundwater studies

have shown that in some areas groundwater moves along the strike of permeable beds.
For some time I have considered writing a paper relating the deposition
of roll-type uranium deposits to environments where the groundwater gradient
and the dip o f favourable host sandstones are approximately the same. In a nut
shell I conclude that uranium is deposited from oxidizing groundwater that
carries uranium and other elements into a reducing environment where deposition
occurs near a redox interface. Deposits at first are small and formed near the
area o f groundwater introduction into the host sandstone. As the process continues
the deposits move down-dip by oxidation on their up-dip side and reduction on
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their down-dip side. At the same time the deposits grow larger by the addition o f
new uranium from the groundwater. Although most o f the host sandstones are
not, and were not, artesian aquifers, the ore-forming process took place in a
single stratigraphic horizon over distances o f 10 or more kilometres. Groundwater
could have moved across the dip o f the beds, as it does now in many of the
Wyoming basins, but apparently it did not. The most obvious and the only reasonable
explanation is that the gradient o f the groundwater flow and the dip o f the host
sandstone were similar and low (probably close to the angle o f original deposition
of the host).

E.Lukacs (1978) Zirovski Vrh, Yugoslavia: It is supposed that ore bodies
in the Zirovski Vrh uranium deposit are peneconcordant, as they are very frequently
subordinated to sedimental structures. From the beginning the sedimentation space
has been penehorizontal and it most probably remained as such up to the beginning
o f orogenesis, and connecting to this the elevation o f the bottom o f sedimentation
basin.
Lively tectonic movements in the frame o f Alpine orogenesis have caused
overthrusting and folding of groden layers. The appearance of an S-structure
o f the deposit might be connected with this; therefore, the dipping o f ore bodies
and beds in some parts of the deposit are very steep. A detailed description of the
S-structure with corresponding cross-sections can be found in the article “Uranium
deposits in the Permian sediments o f Northwest Yugoslavia” [22, Fig. 3]. Tectonic
movements also caused the appearance o f numerous veins, nests, fissures and frac
tures. Those tectonic structures hardly contain any primary uranium minerals.
It should be also pointed out that there are in mineralized sandstones 2 mm thick
and a few centimetres long coffinite veins and primary uranium minerals, which
are sometimes remobilized into cleavage joints. A further interesting fact is that
uranium mineralization has not yet been noticed in the close vicinity o f inter
bedded veins.

COMMENTS
The distribution of uranium ore relative to dip o f host rock, as reported in this
survey, is shown by percentages in Table VI and graphically by tonnage in Fig. 4.
This survey shows that the working thesis that Significant tonnages o f sandstone
uranium ore are found only within rocks that dip less than 15“ from the horizontal
is not true. This thesis was put forth with the basis o f United States experience
where 99% o f the ore is in rocks o f low dip (Table VI). Furthermore, as pointed
out by Stipanicic (PNS, 1980), the United States o f America is the best explored
country where identified resources are large, and the generalization that sand
stones o f low dip are more favourable for uranium ore than those of high dip
should not be applied to the entire world. Figure 4 shows that about 91% o f the
tonnages used to construct this graph are in sandstone beds dipping 0—5°. The
important deposits in steeply dipping rocks are in Argentina, Yugoslavia, Gabon
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TABLE VI. PERCENTAGE OF ORE IN DIFFERENT RANGES OF
ROCK-FORMATION DIP

D ip range

Ore

Area

Source o f data

Argentina

AEB, 1978

99

USA

WLC, 1978

97

USA

R G Y , 1978

Niger

MJB, 1978

95

South Africa

WH, 1978

28.5

Australia

DB, 1978

(%)
3

1

O
«/“>

O

100

1

O

0

7

< 1

2.9
15.7
1

10-15°

< 1

USA

R G Y , 1978

Australia

D B, 1978

Argentina

AEB, 1978

USA

WLC, 1978

USA

R G Y , 1978

Australia

DB, 1978
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Yugoslavia

EL, 1981

95

Argentina

AEB, 1978

USA

WLC, 1978

USA

R D Y , 1978

Yugoslavia

EL, 1981

Gabon

M JB, 1978

South Africa

WH, 1978

< 1
0

50
10 0

5
100

5.8
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AEB, 1978
WLC, 1978

50

0 .1

>15°

Argentina
USA

Pakistan

PNS, 1980

Australia

DB, 1978

1000 -i

800-

*
OJ
c

600-

4-»
CO
o
400-

200-

0-

0 -5

5-10

1

10-15

[
1

> 15

"

Dip o f beds in d e g r e e s

F IG .4 . Graph sh ow in g d istribu tion o f sa n d ston e uranium o r e relative to p re s en t a ttitu d e
o f h o s t fo rm a tio n .

and Pakistan. More extensive exploration in these countries would probably raise
the percentage in rocks dipping > 1 5 ° . It should be noted, however, that the signifi
cant deposits in Gabon are not typical sandstones ores because the ores are in faults
rather than peneconcordant to the bedding. The beds in Gabon and Argentina dip
locally as much as 80°. Another observation is that sandstone ores in steeply
dipping beds tend to be in older rocks, generally o f Permian and older ages.
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CHAPTER 6
TOPIC 5: USEFULNESS OF STABLE ISOTOPE
AND FLUID INCLUSION STUDIES
Material sent to the correspondents

Thesis
The study o f stable isotopes as a means o f shedding light on the precipitation
o f uranium in sandstone is a research activity that has been largely neglected in
recent years. Recommendations for appropriate research in this field are needed
so as to understand better the distribution o f uranium in both marine and non
marine rocks. The usefulness o f fluid inclusion studies also needs examination.
(Related research needs and new results were contributed by some correspondents.)
Background
Studies o f sulphur isotopes in uranium ores in the United States o f America
were made in the 1960s (Jensen [23]). This work was helpful in developing present
concepts o f ore formation, particularly in roll deposits. Since then little has been
done. However, elements such as sulphur, oxygen, hydrogen and carbon, which
are composed o f stable isotopes and their various compounds (including organic
materials), are intimately associated with sandstone ore and are an integral part
of the ore-forming process. The sources and history o f ore-forming fluids, especially
formation and groundwaters, can be studied through stable isotope studies.
Fluid inclusions have been useful in developing concepts o f origin for various
strata-bound deposits, such as the Missouri lead ores (Roedder [24]). To date,
however, this approach has had little application to uranium deposits.
Proposal
Questions about stable isotopes and fluid inclusions relative to sandstone
ores need to be asked for the various types o f occurrence in both marine and
continental sediments. Problems that can be attacked by these techniques need
to be outlined as the basis for recommendations on future research.
Information requested
Correspondents were asked to describe studies that they believed would
be beneficial.
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REPLIES AND DISCUSSION
Recommendations and new results

General
D.

Brunt (1978): Isotope or fluid inclusion studies should be carried out with

a view to assisting in the exploration o f sedimentary uranium deposits. My
thoughts would run to techniques such as thermoluminescence o f sandstones before
employing isotope studies or fluid inclusion studies.

W.I. Finch (WIF, 1980): A recent study o f thermoluminescence o f sandstone
containing roll-type uranium deposits in Texas and Wyoming (USA) by Charles S.
Spirakis o f the US Geological Survey is worth noting here [25, 26]. Plots were
made o f temperature versus the intensity o f thermoluminescence o f sand grains
around roll-type uranium deposits for ore-grade samples from the roll-front, nevermineralized samples down-dip from the ore, and never-mineralized samples o f rock
that had been leached o f its uranium, i.e. a sample up-dip from the ore. After
being leached, low-temperature thermoluminescence fades and eventually diminishes
to a background level similar to that o f a never-mineralized sample. Thermo
luminescence is more intense at all temperatures in mineralized samples, but hightemperature thermoluminescence retains the effect o f mineralization. This increase
in the intensity o f high-temperature thermoluminescence may be used to identify
formerly mineralized rocks that have been leached o f their uranium. Knowledge
o f where uranium mineralization once was may be useful in uranium prospecting
and may be helpful in understanding some aspects o f the genesis o f uranium
deposits. The technique is inexpensive and a large number o f samples may be
analysed quickly.

Stable isotope studies
Sulphur

W.L. Chenoweth (1978): Sulphur isotope studies o f roll-front deposits have
been useful in comparing the “ barren interior” with “ remote barren ground” .
Similar studies might be helpful in non-roll deposits.

J.L. Hagmaier (1979): The usefulness o f sulphur isotope studies has been
demonstrated for determining the reductant source for pyrite associated with
various sandstone uranium depostis (biochemical versus chemical). More studies
o f this type could be useful when performed in conjunction with the geological
aspects o f individual deposits.
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Mounana deposit, FrancevilleBasin, Gabon -P.Diouly-Osso (PDO, 1979): A study
o f the sulphur isotopes in pyrite associated with the mineralization, in the hope of
increasing an understanding o f the genesis o f the deposit, is being considered by
the Gabon National University, Libreville.

Iso topic investigations o f sulphur in sulphides — E. Lukacs (EL, 1979): Up to
now mass-spectrometric analyses o f sulphide sulphur from the Zirovski Vrh ore
deposit (Yugoslavia) have shown that sulphides are considerably enriched with
light sulphur isotope 32S. Enrichment with 32S and the wide oscillation scope of
delta 34S provide its biogenetic origin (Rustic and Markov [2 7 ]; Drovenik et al. [28]).
The comparison with Jensen’s results shows that delta 34S values for the
Zirovski Vrh deposit and sulphides appear exactly within the limits where most of
those values from the Colorado Plateau deposit range [26, 27],
Sulphides were formed in epigenesis and a retrograde epigenesis phase and,
according to previous information, are enriched with the light sulphur isotope 32S,
related to diagenetic sulphides. It must be pointed out, however, that too few
analyses were performed for any firm conclusions to be made.

Isotopic investigations o f sulphur in sulphate minerals and sulphates from
groundwaters —(EL, 1978): These investigations could easily be used, not only to
interpret the genesis in uranium deposits in sandstone structures, but also for
prospecting.
Sulphur, oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon in sulphides, clay and carbonates

(WIF, 1981): The US Geological Survey in Denver, Colorado, under the
leadership o f M.B. Goldhaber, is using various light-isotope studies in conjunction
with other geochemical tools to investigate sandstone ores from the Colorado
Plateau. Preliminary results concern ores in the Salt Wash Member o f the Morrison
Formation, Utah. Oxygen, hydrogen (deuterium), and carbon isotopes o f clay
minerals and dolomite indicate the former presence o f an interface between two
isotopically and chemically distinct fluids. Ore deposition occurred where this
solution interface intersected rock containing organic detrital plant matter
(Northrop et al. [29]). Sulphur isotopes in sulphides, together with the presence
o f dolomite, indicate that a brine ore solution with a high Mg/Ca ratio and high
sulphate content was one o f the fluids that had an interface with the second fluid,
fresh meteoric water [30].
Oxygen and carbon in carbonates

(EL, 1978): The isotopic composition o f oxygen leads to the discovery in
different carbonate generations o f uranium deposits in sandstones certain common
characteristics and differences, which can be very important in establishing their
intermediate genetic connection with uranium mineralization.
In the Zirovski Vrh uranium deposit the preliminary investigations o f oxygen
isotopic composition showed the possibility o f a genetic connection between
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carbonates, with very small delta 13C and uranium mineralization. Those carbonates
appear in the immediate vicinity of ore bodies.
Further investigations showed that delta 180 and delta 13C o f the investigated
calcites o f the Zirovski Vrh uranium deposit are found in the range for delta 180
and delta 13C hydrothermal low-temperature carbonates and fresh-water carbonates.
Oxygen and silicon in quartz

(EL, 1978): Knowledge o f the isotopic composition o f oxygen and silicon in
different generations o f quartz (overgrowths) compared to those in coffmite and
pitchblende would contribute to a better understanding o f diagenesis, epigenesis
and retrograde epigenetic processes, which are in connection not only with primary
uranium mineralization but also with later migration o f uranium.
Isotopic investigations o f groundwater

(EL, 1978): Knowledge o f the isotopic proportions o f oxygen, carbon,
hydrogen and deuterium in present-day groundwaters in the ore-bearing beds would
contribute to a better understanding o f oxidation processes and the precipitation
o f secondary uranium minerals.
Uranium and lead
Although neither uranium nor lead are stable isotopes, correspondents offered
the following suggestions.

W. Herzberg (1978): In sandstone deposits the question o f origin o f the
uranium emplacement is often debated. Opinions vary from syn-sedimentary to
diagenetic to recent processes. It may be that during the history o f the Earth, the
uranium isotope ratios have changed, as is the case with oxygen isotopes. A study
in this direction could possibly help to determine the ages o f mineralization.

(EL, 1978): Knowledge o f Pb isotopic composition in ore minerals as well
as in host rocks is o f great help, not only for a detailed explanation o f genesis, but
also for their prospection. These investigations are mainly important for the
metallogenesis o f Pb and for uranium and thorium.

Fluid inclusion studies
A study o f fluid inclusions o f ore and gangue (sedimentary cements) minerals
can yield important information on temperature and chemistry o f the fluids that
formed these minerals. Typical sandstone uranium ores were formed at low (normal
burial temperature gradient) temperatures based on their general character and
geological environment. Fluid inclusions formed at low (< 7 5 °C ) temperatures
generally do not contain gas bubbles and therefore are probably not useful in
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geothermometry (Roedder [31 ]). Primary mineralization o f most typical sandstone
ores most likely took place early in the history o f the host rock (Nash et al. [3 2])
and, therefore, some aspects o f the diagenesis o f the rock probably influenced
primary uranium mineralization. Thus, studies o f fluid inclusions in cementing
minerals, quartz-overgrowths and other diagenetic minerals in contact with ore
minerals might yield significant insight regarding the nature o f ore-forming solutions.
The small size o f these minerals might hamper fluid inclusion studies as pointed
out by Herzberg (WH, 1978). Fluid inclusions should be at least 5 Mm across to
be useful [31]. Organic matter associated with the ores, particularly epigenetic
humate cements, might also contain fluid inclusions worthy o f study. Studies
have been made o f organic matter from petroleum reservoir rocks (Roedder [24]).
The rarity of fluid inclusions reported in sandstone ores will make utilization o f
them difficult, but if a concerted search were made for inclusions, perhaps useful
fluid inclusions would be found. O f special interest to potential researchers are
the yearly (1968 onwards) publications — Fluid Inclusion Research (Proc.
Commission on Ore-Forming Fluids in Inclusions (COFFI) o f the International
Association on the Genesis o f Ore Deposits, available from University o f Michigan
Press, PO. Box 1104, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 4 8106, USA) which give summaries
and insights into world (including the USSR) literature on fluid inclusion research.
The consensus o f correspondents about the general pessimism o f studying fluid
inclusions is expressed by the experience o f J.L. Hagmaier in observing the
character o f typical United States ores: ‘7 cannot picture any circumstances within
epigenetic sandstone uranium deposits with which lam familiar that would
accommodate a productive study o f fluid conclusions. ”
In the case o f the deposits in sandstone in the Franceville Basin in Gabon,
where the present form o f the deposits is controlled for the most part by tectonic
structures, and where the temperatures o f ore formation were elevated far above
those o f typical sandstone ores, fluid inclusions occur and have been studied.
It should be noted that the Gabon ores may have had protore concentrations that
resembled typical sandstone ores.

Mounana deposit in Franceville Basin, Gabon — (PDO, 1979): Fluid inclusion
studies were made to determine exactly the stages o f diagenesis; temperatureburial-C02 contents are being done by Mr. Poty according to Mr. Weber, University
o f Strasbourg. The actual position o f the uranium is a diagenetic emplacement
(oxidizing circulating waters in shear zones): the uranium could have come from
the pelitic and an organic substance rich FB unit, or it could have been trapped
(metallo-organic relations). Perhaps, detrital uranium was also in F A (uraninite)?
COMMENTS ON FURTHER TOPICAL RESEARCH
Available data on the uranium content o f ancient pelites are not abundant.
Because pelites are thought by some researchers (Needham and Stuart-Smith [3 3])
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to have been protore for the unconformity-related vein uranium deposits and
possibly other types, a concerted effort to sample and analyse Precambrian pelites
for uranium is suggested as an aid to world-wide prospecting and exploration as
well as a contribution to genetic concepts for certain types o f deposit.
As an extension o f the topic on the paleolatitude of host sandstone formations
at the time o f their deposition, it is recommended that research be undertaken to
tie the age o f the host formation as well as the age o f ore deposition to plate
tectonics.
Study o f the dip of host units should be closely related to the time o f minerali
zation (lead-isotope dates), which in many cases was probably not too long after
sedimentation. Any changes in dip after the time o f mineralization should be
studied to ascertain any redistribution o f ore minerals, including enrichment,
depletion, and migration o f uranium into new deposits.
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